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ABSTRACT 

 
This work aims at delineating the geometry and geotechnical properties of major 
fracture zones within the Kevitsa open pit excavation in northern Finland. The results 
are intended to be used as input parameters for a comprehensive slope stability study 
scheduled for 2014 by Engineering Consulting Group WSP Finland Ltd. 
 
The present work has both a regional and local-scale focus. The regional study focuses 
on identifying major linear trends from topographic and aeromagnetic maps, whereas 
the local scale study focuses on building 3D fracture zone models by merging 
lineaments interpreted from detailed digital elevation model and fracture data mapped 
from open pit mapping, 3D photogrammetry models and borehole videos. The 
orientation constraints derived from the fracture data are merged with RQD- and RG-
logs to build the 3D fracture zone models. 
 
The regional topographic lineaments (RTL) comprise two main orientations with NNW-
SSE and SSW-NNE trends. The regional aeromagnetic lineaments (RAL) indicate NW-
SE and SW-NE orientations. The local topographic lineaments (LTL) indicate NNW-
SSE, SSW-NNE, WSW-ENE and NW-SE orientations. Ground surface fracture data 
mapped from 3D photogrammetry models comprise steeply ENE- and steeply SE-
dipping fracture sets. Fracture data derived from borehole videos show steeply ENE-, 
steeply SE-, sub-horizontally SW- and gently NNE-dipping fracture sets. Furthermore, 
the open pit mapping observations reveal the presence of gently WNW- and steeply 
ENE-dipping brittle zones of rock. The main 3D photogrammetry and borehole video 
fracture sets define wedge shaped blocks of rock at the slopes of the Kevitsa open pit 
excavation. 
 
The studied brittle fractures and fracture zones most probably originate from the general 
NW-SE oriented compressive stress field in the Finnish bedrock. However, most of the 
observed fracture sets are not oriented parallel to the compression. Instead, the fracture 
sets form conjugate shear fracture pairs that are attributed to a transpressive stress field 
comprising the NW-SE oriented normal stress combined with a smaller NE-SW 
oriented shear component. 
 
3D fracture zone models arising from this work include a 50 m fracture zone model 
(50M), a statistical population model (SPM) and a merged fracture zone model (MFM). 
The 50M model illustrates the geometry of the fracture zones within the uppermost 50 
meters of the Kevitsa open pit area. The SPM model extracts the dominant orientations 
from the fracture observations mapped from borehole videos by generalizing the 
observations and forming statistical clusters that represent these dominant orientations. 
The clusters are visualized with 3D surfaces that indicate the orientation of the cluster. 
The MFM model combines geometries derived from the SPM model with the RQD and 
RG-diamond drillcore logs to build the final 3D fracture zone models. The 3D models 
are delivered with the M.Sc. thesis as digital end-products. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The major part of world's mineral production is recovered from open pit operations, 

which are greatly dependent on stable cut slope design (Wyllie and Mah 2010). Slope 

stability is principally controlled by brittle geological structures within and immediately 

outside the pit being excavated. Therefore, understanding the framework and nature of 

the geological structures is essential for successful mining. The present study aims at 

distinguishing the geometry and geotechnical characteristics of the major fracture zones 

within the open pit excavation of Kevitsa Ni-Cu-PGE deposit (PGE = platinum group 

elements) in northern Finland. Structural features with potential influence on the slope 

stability include faults, beddings, foliations, joints, cleavages and schistosities (Wyllie 

and Mah 2010). 

 

This study is part of Kevitsa slope stability study scheduled for 2014 by Engineering 

Consulting Group WSP Finland Ltd (abbreviation WSP Finland). Thematically, this 

M.Sc. thesis covers geotechnical characterization and 3D modelling of the major 

fracture zones. WSP Finland has supervised the thesis and is responsible for the quality 

check of the work. The results are intended to be further used as input parameters for 

the slope stability study. The spatial focus of the present work is on the northern part of 

the pit as a previous slope stability study (WSP Finland 2008) indicates the presence of 

below the average quality rock domains that may affect the stability of the slopes. In 

addition, the northern part of the pit will be the first area to reach the final open pit 

design (staged pit design: 1-4 stages). The ground surface level is at 234 m above the 

sea level, and the final pit is designed to reach the elevation level of -276 m (below the 

sea level). Bench height of 24 m has been used in the staged pit design. FQM Kevitsa 

Mining Oy (abbreviation KMOY) started commercial production in 2012 and the final 

pit excavation is estimated to be reached in 2033. 

 

Various authors have conducted a number of geological, geophysical and geotechnical 

investigations from the Kevitsa excavation area but these investigations have not 

provided a reliable open pit-scale fracture zone model. Interpretation of geotechnical 

data by Parkkinen (2006, 2008a and 2008b) indicates that there are domains of low 

quality rock in the Kevitsa deposit area but the structures forming the domains are not 

well known. Standing et al. (2009) studied the Kevitsa open pit structures and compiled 
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a 3D structural model focusing on delineating the main shear zones. They recommended 

complete structural logging and recording on all drillcore to provide more data for the 

development of a structural model. Not only Parkkinen (2006) and Standing et al. 

(2009) but also a review of earlier interpretations on deformation zones by Turner 

(2010) suggested that the Kevitsa structural model is in need of upgrading. According to 

Turner (2010), Standing et al. (2009) interpreted the structures inaccurately because the 

faults were mainly projected down from surface or laterally from 2D seismic data sets 

and diamond drillhole intersections were not taken into account. Turner (2010) 

proposed a fault classification method that more accurately characterizes geological 

structures based on intensity of faults. 

 

Bearing in mind the above problems in characterization of the brittle structures, this 

investigation aimed at developing an internally consistent 3D data set of brittle 

structures considered of significance for the slope stability study. To develop the data 

set, a quality check for the geotechnical database of Kevitsa was performed, which lead 

to relogging of RQD (Rock Quality Designation) values from a number of diamond 

drillcores. The national geological rock engineering classification (Rakennusgeologinen 

Kallioluokitus, RG) values were also logged from diamond drillholes located within the 

open pit area and added to the database as a new geotechnical parameter considered 

essential for the slope stability study. In addition, video recorded diamond drillholes 

were logged to provide information on orientations of the fracture zones; field 

observations and 3D photogrammetry were used to map the open pit area to provide 

precise data of fractures and fracture zones visible on the pit slopes. Moreover, regional 

scale aeromagnetic and topographic lineaments were compared with local scale 

topographic lineaments to find out the main structural trends within the study area. 

 

The results include not only the fracture zone models as reported in the present thesis 

but also digital end-products built during source data management and 3D modelling. 
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2. GEOLOGIC SETTING 

 

The Kevitsa ultramafic layered intrusion (2058 ± 4 Ma; Mutanen and Huhma 2001) is 

located within the Central Lapland Greenstone Belt (CLGB) in the northeastern part of 

the Fennoscandian shield (Figure 2-1). The CLGB is characterized by Palaeoproterozoic 

supracrustal rocks subdivided into a number of volcano-sedimentary associations or 

stratigraphic groups (Räsänen et al. 1996). The Kevitsa intrusion is hosted by the 

Savukoski group (Lehtonen et al. 1998), which comprises phyllites, black schists, 

tuffites, Fe-tholeiites and ultramafic (komatiitic and picritic) metavolcanic rocks 

(Räsänen et al. 1996). The CLGB rocks have been deformed during the Svecofennian 

orogeny at ~1.9 Ga (Hanski and Huhma 2005). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 2-1. Geologic setting of Central Lapland Greenstone Belt (CLGB). The tectono-
stratigraphic subdivision follows the classification by Räsänen et al. (1996). After 
Standing et al. (2009) & Hölttä et al. (2007). 
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The Kevitsa intrusion, with a surface area of approximately 16 km2, is part of the 

Kevitsa-Satovaara igneous complex, Kevitsa in the west and Satovaara in the east 

(Figure 2-2). The intrusions have been inferred to represent blocks of one single 

intrusion (Mutanen 1997) separated by the Satovaara fault zone (Figures 2-2 and 2-3). 

The complex is located approximately a kilometer south of the 2435 Ma Koitelainen 

intrusion (Figure 2-2; Mutanen 1989). 

 

The Kevitsa intrusion is located within a basin defined by the deformed Savukoski 

group rocks which overlie the Koitelainen intrusion (Figure 2-3). The long axis on the 

basin strikes SW-NE with an apparent axial culmination located below the Kevitsa 

intrusion (Figure 2-3a). The margins of the Kevitsa intrusion follow roughly the 

geometry of the basin (Figure 2-2) but in the field the contacts are discordant to the 

surrounding supracrustal rocks (Mutanen 1997). The southeastern limb of the basin is 

steeper than the northwestern limb and is cut by the major steeply NW-dipping 

Satovaara fault zone (Figure 2-3b). 

 

In addition to the major Satovaara fault zone, typical faults of the Kevitsa area strike 

SW-NE (Figure 2-2). The orientation of these structures is inferred to be a consequence 

of the general NW-SE oriented compressive stress field in Finland (Manninen et al. 

1996). The flat lying igneous layering within the deposit area is cut by steep NNE-

trending faults from mid-part of the open pit (7512 350 northing) northwards (Gregory 

et al. 2011). Faults and veins of the deposit area are characterized as having their origin 

within both the brittle-ductile and brittle tectonic regime (Standing et al. 2009). 

Furthermore, the Kevitsa seismic structural model (Koivisto, in preparation), which is 

based on the 2D reflection seismic (Koivisto et al. 2012) and 3D reflection seismic 

(Malehmir et al. 2012) data, illustrates the presence of several orientation populations of 

reflections within subsurface (Figure 5-16). Koivisto et al. (2012) also illustrate that the 

Kevitsa intrusion is continuing down to about 1.5 km depth, i.e. deeper than previously 

thought. 

 

The Kevitsa intrusion hosts a disseminated Ni and Cu sulphide ore deposit within the 

ultramafic Kevitsansarvi area located in the northeastern area of the intrusion (Figure 2-

2; Gregory et al. 2011). The mineralization is controlled by igneous pulses which led to 

the development of multiple mineralized horizons. Mineral resources (measured+ 
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indicated+inferred) include 275 Mt of ore grading 0.28 % NiS and 0.41 % Cu (Gregory 

et al. 2011). Main rock types within the ore deposit are olivine pyroxenite, websterite 

and their altered derivatives, which are also hosting the mineralization. 

 

 

 

  

Figure 2-2. Local geology of the Kevitsa-Satovaara igneous complex. The Kevitsa intrusion and the 
Satovaara intrusion are separated by the Satovaara fault zone in the middle. The open pit excavation is 
shown as the red polygon. Modified after First Quantum Minerals Ltd/FQM Kevitsa Mining Oy data. 
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Figure 2-3. SW-NE cross-section (a) and SE-NW cross-section (b) through the Kevitsa intrusion. See 
Figure 2-2 for locations.  
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3. SOURCE DATA AND METHODS 

 

This section describes the source data types used in the build-up of 3D fracture zone 

models. On the basis of the variations within the source data scale, the data was divided 

into two groups: regional and local scales (Table 3-1). Regional scale source data was 

interpreted separately from the local scale data. 

 

The regional source data comprises an aeromagnetic low-altitude map (Geological 

Survey of Finland, GTK, 1972-2007), a digital elevation model (National Land Survey 

of Finland, NLS, 2009) and a structural lines data set (GTK 2009). The local source 

data includes digital elevation model (KMOY 2013), open pit mapping observations, 

3D photogrammetry models (WSP Finland 2014), fracture orientation measurements 

from borehole videos, and geotechnical diamond drillcore logs (WSP Finland 2014). 

The local scale source data includes also an RQD block model compiled by WSP 

Finland (2014). The seismic structural model by Koivisto (in preparation) and the 

structural model by Standing et al. (2009) were compared to the 3D models produced in 

the present work. Table 3-1 summarizes details of the source data used in this work. 

 

Data scale varies significantly between the regional and local data sets. For instance, 

data used in regional lineament interpretations covers thousands of square kilometers, 

whereas the open pit digital elevation model (DEM) covers an area of approximately 

950 by 780 meters. Accuracy of the regional data varies from meters to tens of meters 

whereas the local source data sets scale down to centimeter to meter-level accuracy. 

 



 

Table 3-1. Summary of source data and methods
Data type Scale Source data records Description Data purpose in the present work Data format Software used
Aeromagnetic low-
altitude map

Regional scale. 50 
m x 50 m grid.

One raster map (GTK 1972-2007) 1:100 000 raster aeromagnetic map. Data visualized as 
nanoteslas (nT) ranging from 0 to 255.

To extract linear aeromagnetic features from the 
map that represent brittle structures.

ErMapper (.ecw) ArcMap 10.1

Hillshade map Regional scale. 25 
m x 25 m grid. 
Vertical accuracy 
about 2 m.

29P, 29Q, 30P and 30Q map 
sheets (Finnish rescue services 
sheet line system). Map 
processed from digital elevation 
model (National Land Survey of 
Finland 2009)

The raster hillshade map illustrates topography by lighting it from 
certain direction. Area of each map sheet is 6400km2.

To extract linear topographic features from the 
map that represent brittle structures.

Geotif (.tif) ArcMap 10.1

Structural lines Regional scale GTK 1 : 200 000 bedrock map 
database (2009)

A vector line set representing regional structures around Kevitsa 
intrusion.

To compare interpreted regional lineaments with 
the structural lines.

Shape file (.shp) ArcMap 10.1

Digital elevation 
model

Local scale One DEM file Laser scanned rock surface model represents the Kevitsa open 
pit rock surface after removal of soils before beginning of the pit 
excavation.

To extract local topographic lineaments that 
represent brittle structures.

Digital Terrain 
Model (.dtm)

Surpac 6.3, Move 
2013

3D photogrammetry 
models

Local scale 1215 fracture observations 
mapped from 298 3D models.

3D photogrammetry models are 3D mesh surfaces with real 
photographic rendering illustrating mapping targets of interest. 
Fractures can be mapped accurately from the models.

To map the main fracture and fracture zone 
orientations located within the open pit area.

3D GEOTIFF (.tif) 
and ASCII (.txt)

3DM Calib Cam 2.5; 
3DM Analyst 2.5

Open pit mapping 
observations.

Local scale 161 digital photographs with 
descriptive notes. Photos include 
images used to build the 3D 
photogrammetry models.

Open pit mapping observations describe the main brittle 
structures visible on the slopes.

To gain geologic understanding of the structures 
occurring within the open pit area.

Digital photographs 
and notes drawn on 
digital images. -

Borehole videos Local scale 14250 fracture observations from 
28 diamond drill holes

Each fracture observation characterizes orientation and type of a 
fracture at certain depth within a video recorded diamond drill hole.

To extract structural orientation data from 
diamond drill holes

Astrock application 
(.exe)

Astrock hyperdata 
report

Ezy Mark recorded 
diamond drill holes

Local scale 139 diamond drill holes Structural data logged from the drillcores which has been oriented 
with the Ezy Mark™ core orientation system.

Ezy Mark observations was judged to be 
unreliable and therefore the observations was 
not used within this study.

Microsoft Access 
database (.mdb)

Microsoft Access

RQD log Local scale 261 diamond drill holes Data contains RQD logging information from the diamond drill 
holes.

Geotechnical characterization of fracture zones Microsoft Access 
database (.mdb)

Microsoft Access

RG log Local scale 143 diamond drill holes Data contains RG logging information from the diamond drill 
holes.

Geotechnical characterization of fracture zones Microsoft Access 
database (.mdb)

Microsoft Access

RQD blockmodel Local scale One block model RQD blockmodel visualizes RQD-data To compare results obtained in this thesis with a 
blockmodel visualizing RQD data.

Surpac block model 
(.bm)

Surpac 6.3

Structural 3D model 
focusing on main 
shears

Local scale 20 surfaces Structural model of the open pit area compiled by Standing et al. 
(2009).

To compare results obtained in this thesis with 
an existing structural model.

Drawing exchange 
format (.dxf)

Surpac 6.3, Move 
2013

Seismic structural 
model

Local scale 30 surfaces Seismic structural model illustrates persistent breaks and offsets 
in reflectors that have been interpreted to represent prevailing 
structures in the 3D seismic data. Model by Koivisto (manuscript in 
preparation)

To compare results obtained in this thesis with 
the seismic structural model.

Drawing exchange 
format (.dxf)

Surpac 6.3, Move 
2013

11 
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3.1. Lineament interpretations 

 

A lineament is a linear or curvilinear feature identified from anomalies in 2-dimensional 

data set (Munier et al. 2003). Such data can be e.g. a topographic map, a digital 

elevation model (DEM) or an aeromagnetic map. The interpreted lineaments may reveal 

geological structures (Isaksson and Keisu 2005) such as faults and fracture zones. 

 

Purpose of the regional lineament interpretation was to study regional scale brittle 

structures in the surroundings of the Kevitsa intrusion and examine whether their 

geometry can be correlated with the local scale structures. Interpretation of the regional 

lineaments was done on the basis of identifying narrow linear zones from the regional 

aeromagnetic map (Figure 3-1A) and the regional hillshade map (Figure 3-1B). In both 

maps the linear zones were defined by considerable relief within the data. The relief is 

shown in the aeromagnetic map as adjacent magnetic low and high values. In the 

hillshade map, topographic highs and lows combined with steep slopes and linear forms 

may indicate the structures of interest. The hillshade maps include the map where the 

topography is illuminated from SE in the angle of 35 ° (Figure 3-1B) and the map where 

the topography is illuminated from SW in the angle of 35 ° (Figure 3-1C). ArcMap™ 

10.1 from Esri was used to generate the hillshade maps from the digital elevation model 

(NLS 2009) and to draw the lineaments. Furthermore, results of the regional lineament 

interpretations (see chapter 4.) were compared with the structural lines data set (Figure 

3-1C). 

 

The local scale lineaments were interpreted from a digital elevation model (Figure 3-2, 

hereon referred to as rock surface model), which represents the topography of open pit 

area after removal of soils before beginning of the pit excavation. The lineaments were 

interpreted on the basis of considerable relief in the local rock surface topography. The 

interpreted lineaments were used in targeting the open pit mapping on May 2013. In 

particular, the aim of the mapping was to check whether the topographic lineaments can 

be correlated with structures observed in the pit. In addition, the local lineaments gave 

strike constraints for major fracture zones in 3D modelling. The local lineaments were 

interpreted by using Move™ 2013 from Midland Valley Exploration Ltd. 

 



 

 

 

Figure 3-1. The source data used in the regional lineament interpretations include the low-altitude aeromagnetic map (A; GTK 1972-2007) and the hillshade map generated 
from digital elevation model (B; NLS 2009). The hillshading highlights regional topography around the Kevitsa intrusion. Illumination from SE in the angle of 35 ° (middle) and 
from SW in the angle of 35 ° (right). In addition to the maps, the structural lines data set (C; GTK 2009) was compared with the lineaments interpreted from the maps (see 
chapter 4. for results). 

A) B) C) 

National Grid (YKJ) National Grid (YKJ) National Grid (YKJ) 

13 
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Figure 3-2. Rock surface model of the Kevitsa open pit area. The model illustrates local scale variations in 
the ground surface elevation after removal of soils. Topography visualized as range of colours in 3D view, 
viewing NNE (A). 2D map view shows locations of the sections (B). The sections show two topographic 
profiles (blue lines) of the rock surface model (C-D). Open pit stage 4 viewed in all images as a reference. 
The rock surface model derives from detailed GPS-positioning measurements (KMOY 2013). 

A) B) Main ramp 

D) 

C) 

C) 

D) 

National Grid (YKJ) 
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Lineaments are classified according to the data they are interpreted from. Thus, 

lineaments interpreted from elevation data and magnetic data are both method specific 

lineaments and referred to as topographic and magnetic lineaments, respectively 

(Figures 3-3 and 3-4A). The method specific lineaments may be further classified as 

coordinated and linked lineaments (Figure 3-3; Isaksson and Keisu 2005). A 

coordinated lineament is a line where each segment represents a specific combination of 

method specific lineaments (Figure 3-4B). That is, a lineament splits whenever it is 

defined by a new combination of methods. It should be noted that coordinated 

lineaments do not necessarily give a good estimate of the length of studied structure 

because coordinated lineaments visualize only the method specific data that may 

indicate different geological characteristics (Isaksson and Keisu 2005). Therefore, it is 

necessary to identify which segments of coordinated lineaments illustrate similar 

geological properties and can be spatially linked (Figure 3-4C) to form an individual 

lineament (Figure 3D). Such linking of coordinated lineaments are referred to as linked 

lineaments. 

 

Lineament coordination and linking was not done in the present study because the other 

source data sets, such as fractures mapped from borehole videos (Table 3-1), provide 

more precise information on geometry and geotechnical characteristics of the major 

fracture zones being investigated. Therefore, continuing the lineament interpretation 

thematically further was judged to be unnecessary. 

 

Lineaments can be interpreted from source data by using visual or automatic process 

(Hung et al. 2005). In the visual process, interpretation is done by manually digitizing 

lines on features of interest. Automated process involves computer-aided extraction of 

lineaments that is mostly based on edge filtering techniques (Hung et al. 2005). All 

lineaments in this study were interpreted with the visual process which is more 

susceptible for human subjectivity and results more uncertainty to the final lineaments. 

Presumably, the visual process develops lineaments that emphasize the major features 

within source data over the features not so easily identified by human evaluation and 

perceptiveness. Hence, the lack of lineament coordination and linking also generates 

uncertainty. More specifically, topographic lineaments developed in this study outline 

only geomorphological characteristics of the elevation models. In the same manner, 
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aeromagnetic lineaments visualize only the main trends within the aeromagnetic data, 

not necessarily the actual fracture zones. 

  

Figure 3-3. Workflow of the lineament interpretation procedure. Red rectangles show the steps 
completed in the present thesis to produce the method specific lineaments. Method specific 
lineaments are interpreted from GIS-data. For instance, topographic lineaments are interpreted 
from topographic data. Lineaments can be processed further to coordinated and linked 
lineaments. Modified after Isaksson and Keisu (2005). 
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3.2. 3D photogrammetry 

 

3D photogrammetry is a digital close range mapping method where a mapping target of 

interest is photographed from series of camera locations (camera stations) and the 

resulting high-resolution overlapping images are processed to digital 3D surfaces 

(Kottenstette and Shaffner 2008). Orientation of geological structures, such as fractures 

and fracture zones, can be mapped directly from the 3D surfaces. 3D photogrammetry is 

reliable and accurate method when the digital photography and image processing steps 

are completed carefully. In this work, 3D photogrammetry also supplements field 

mapping observations. 

 

  

Figure 3-4. Method specific lineaments (A) can be merged to produce coordinated lineaments (B) that 
contain lineaments interpreted from multiple source data types. The coordinated lineaments can be 
processed further to linked lineaments by judging which line segments represent same kind of geological 
features (C-D). Modified after Isaksson and Keisu (2005). 

A) B) 

C) D) 
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A total of 1215 fracture observations were mapped from the 3D photogrammetry 

models covering the Kevitsa open pit area (Figure 3-5). The observations cover most of 

the open pit slopes from the excavation level of 210 meters up to the ground surface. In 

addition, 3D photogrammetry models were recorded from the level of 198 m within the 

open pit stage 1 (hereon referred to as starter pit; Figure 3-5) area to indicate the 

location of the major fracture zones within the northern part of the pit. The models from 

the 198 m level are part of the open pit mapping observations and therefore are 

presented in the results of the open pit mapping (see chapter 4.4). 

 

  

Figure 3-5. Ground surface fracture observations (purple discs in bottom figure) mapped from 3D 
photogrammetry models covering most of the Kevitsa open pit area. Upper figure shows fracture mapping 
interface in ADAM Technology 3DM Analyst Mine Mapping Suite™. Viewing north. Open pit stage 1 
(starter pit) and open pit stage 4 shown as black lines. 3D photogrammetry models and fracture data after 
WSP Finland (2014). Rock surface model in background after KMOY (2013). 

Open pit stage 4 boundary Starter pit boundary 

12 m 
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ADAM Technology 3DM Analyst Mine Mapping Suite™ software was used to build 

the 3D photogrammetry models. Processing the images into 3D models is based on 

working with common points which are 3D locations (i.e. pixels) that can be captured 

from at least two camera stations (Figure 3-6). The resulting 3D models can be relative 

only or absolute models (Kottenstette and Shaffner 2008). The relative only models 

illustrate shape of the mapped target but the models are not in real world scale or 

coordinates. The absolute models are geo-referenced during the image processing which 

results 3D models that are in real world coordinate system, scale and location. The geo-

referencing is done by digitizing GPS-coordinates (control points) into the images 

(Figure 3-6B). During image processing, a point cloud is produced and later processed 

into a mesh surface (Figure 3-6C) further draped with the original images that were 

used to create the models (Figure 3-6D). 

 

3D photogrammetry models recorded from the Kevitsa excavation area were exploited 

by using two digitization techniques. The first technique involves direct digitization of 

features from the 3D models (Figure 3-7A). This technique results geo-referenced 

points and lines that can be e.g. classified and imported into 3D modelling software for 

further analysis. In the second technique, virtual 3D discs are fitted in the 3D models to 

characterize any planar features of interest (Figure 3-7B). Orientations of the discs can 

be measured and plotted by means of the stereographic projection to visualize and 

analyze the data. 

 

Equipment used during the Kevitsa 3D photogrammetry mapping included Canon EOS 

5D Mark II digital camera with 50 mm lens and auto focus. ISO number was set to 100, 

aperture was set to 8 and minimum acceptable exposure time used was 1/70. A tripod 

was used to keep the camera stable while taking the images in challenging light 

conditions. Control points were measured with accurate GPS (positioning) devices 

comprising of Leica TS15 total station, Leica GS15 GPS receiver and Leica CS15 field 

controller. 
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Figure 3-6. The principal idea of the 3D photogrammetry method. A Mapping target of interest is photographed from series of camera stations (A). This image is one of the 
original digital images. Processing of the images results a point cloud (grey dots in B) that represent common points captured from at least two camera stations. The camera 
stations are marked as camera symbols. Red dots are xyz-coordinates (control points) for geo-referencing the resulting 3D model. The point cloud is processed to a mesh 
surface (C). The mesh surface is draped with the original images that were used to create the model (D). Location of the 3D model shown in this figure: 7512041 Northing 
3498915 Easting (red ellipse in the background figure). The Kevitsa rock surface model (KMOY 2013) shown in background and colored according to elevation. Viewing north. 
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3.3. Open pit mapping 

 

Open pit mapping carried out in May 2013 aimed at delineating the geometry, 

thickness, filling, color and kinematics of the fracture zones. Furthermore, the presence 

of water and the block size of fractured rock in the damage zones were observed. 

Understanding the geometrical relations between the fracture zones as well as their 

geotechnical properties is essential when it comes to interpreting and integrating a wide 

Figure 3-7. Digitizing geological features directly from a photogrammetry 3D surface (A). White 
lines indicate the margins of a rusted clay horizon. This digitization technique produces polylines 
which are in real-world xyz coordinate space. The lines can be used for further model building 
and analysis (B). Mapping of fractures from photogrammetry 3D surfaces using virtual 3D discs. 

A) 

B) 

2.5 m 

12 m 
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variety of source data types into 3D models (Table 3-1). Knowledge obtained from the 

field mapping was used in 3D modelling of the major fracture zones in this work. 

 

The field mapping was guided by the local topographic lineaments (LTL; Figure 4-5) 

and the main ground surface fracture orientations (Figure 4-6). 

 

 

3.4. Diamond drillholes 

 

3.4.1. Rock quality parameters 

 

The rock quality designation (RQD; Deere 1968) and the national geological rock 

engineering classification (Rakennusgeologinen Kallioluokitus, RG; Korhonen et al. 

1974) parameters were used to characterize geotechnical quality of rock with diamond 

drillcores in this study. 

 

The RQD sums up the total length of diamond drillcore recovered but counts only 

pieces of core which are ≥ 10 cm in length within a core run (Deere 1968). The RQD 

value is based on the number of naturally occurring fractures and indirectly by the 

amount of softening or alteration because a piece of drillcore usually splits at these 

discontinuities (Deere 1968). The RQD classification contains five classes: excellent, 

good, fair, poor and very poor quality of rock (Table 3-2). For instance, a meter of 

drillcore containing three 25 cm long pieces and five 5 cm long pieces of core has RQD 

value of 75 cm ÷ 100 cm * 100 % = 75 % = Good. 

 

  
Table 3-2. Rock quality designation (RQD) classification of rock mass 
RQD* Description of rock quality 

    0 - 25 Very poor 
  25 - 50 Poor 
  50 - 75 Fair 
  75 - 90 Good 
  90 - 100 Excellent     

*Percentage of diamond drillcore recovered within a core run. 
Modified after Deere (1968). 
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RG-classification divides brittle fractured rock into five Ri-classes according to density 

of fractures and amount of clay gouge (Table 3-3). The classes Ri1 and Ri2 indicate no 

presence of clay whereas class Ri5 shows that the mass of rock consists almost purely 

of clay. The Ri3, Ri4 and Ri5 classes are the most essential Ri-classes for the present 

work because they indicate increasing amount of fractures and clay content and 

therefore a clear change in rock quality from the slope stability point of view. 

 

 

 

The geotechnical database of Kevitsa contains RQD values logged using intervals of 1 

m and intervals defined by domains of similar rock quality. Turner (2010) 

recommended RQD logging by meter interval because it would provide a more 

objective approach to characterize faults within the study area. However, the meter 

interval logging may lead to a situation where narrow fracture zones are not visible in 

the data. This can happen when e.g. a fracture zone is located exactly between two 

logging meters of drillcore. Therefore, in many cases the domain based logging 

provides more accurate data for geotechnical purposes. When done correctly, as narrow 

as a few centimeter long intersections should be logged as individual domains. 

 

In the beginning of this study, geotechnical data was inspected by the staff of WSP 

Finland and they found a number of inconsistencies. RQD logging intervals didn’t 

match with the quality of rock (RQD values) and significant fracture zones were hidden 

in the data set. The same problem existed with parameters forming the Q’ -value. As a 

part of the slope stability study, KMOY and WSP Finland agreed on inspection of RQD 

values from drillholes located in the open pit area. A total of 43 drillcore logs contained 

errors and were relogged by the staff of KMOY and WSP Finland to provide a reliable 

geotechnical database. The RQD values were documented by using the logging interval 

Table 3-3. RG classification of brittle fractured mass of rock 
RG-class Space between Number of fractures Cohesion or  
 fractures (m) per meter (pcs) amount of clay gouge 
Ri1 Studied mass of rock divides evenly into two separate 

parts 
No gouge 

Ri2 0.1 – 0.3 3 - 10 No gouge 
Ri3 < 0.1 > 10 Minor (or absence of) filling 
Ri4 0.1 – 0.3 or < 0.1 3 - 10 or more than 10 Fractures filled with clay 
Ri5 - - A plenty of clay within 
   studied mass of rock 
Modified after Korhonen et al. 1974 & Niini and Ärmänen 2000   
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of 1 m which was also recommended by Turner (2010). Parameters forming the Q’ 

value were decided not to be relogged and therefore Q’ classification is not used in this 

work. Instead, a total of 143 drillcores considered of significance for the slope stability 

study were logged by the staff of KMOY and WSP Finland using the Ri-classification. 

The Ri-logging included documenting only the Ri3, Ri4 and Ri5 classes to characterize 

the major fracture zones. The Ri-logging was done from drillcore photographs. 

 

3.4.2. Fracture orientation data from diamond drillholes 

 

Video recording of a diamond drillhole allows direct logging of structures from 

borehole video (Figure 3-8). A total of 14250 fracture observations have been logged 

from Kevitsa’s 28 video recorded drill holes (Figure 3-9). The observations were 

classified into closed fracture, filled fracture, open fracture and fracture zone (Table 3-

4). The classification characterizes aperture, filling and density of the fractures. Only 

the fracture zone (Figure 3-8) and the open facture (Figure 3-10) observations were 

used as source data in the 3D modelling of the major fracture zones in the present work 

(Figure 3-11), due to their great significance for the open pit slope stability. A total of 

403 fracture zone and 742 open fracture observations were recorded from the borehole 

videos. Closed fractures were filtered out because they indicate stable conditions and 

therefore are not considered significant for the slope stability study. The filled fractures 

were also filtered out because their fillings have not been washed away by the water 

used in the drilling process, and therefore, the nature of the fillings are most probably 

over-consolidated (compacted) non-softening minerals. This can be seen also from the 

borehole videos where most of the filled fractures show strongly consolidated carbonate 

looking texture. Moreover, the fractures with soft filling have lost the filling in the 

drilling process and have been mapped as open fracture in the present study. 

 

The staff of KMOY and the author have both logged six of the borehole videos. Astrock 

Geophysics Oy have logged 16 borehole videos before the present study but the 

observations were not classified. Therefore, I relogged and classified the fracture zone 

and the open fracture observations from the 16 videos logged by Astrock to be further 

used in the present work. 
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Figure 3-8. A zone of poor quality rock (fracture zone) viewed in a borehole video produced by Astrock 
Geophysics Oy. The concept allows logging of structures simultaneously from borehole video (upper left), 
the video opened as flat 360° surface (upper right) and core box image (bottom). All the three data types 
are linked; playing the video forward also plays the 360° surface and core box images forward. A logged 
fracture can be seen as a light blue sine curve in the upper right figure. 

Figure 3-9. Layout of the Kevitsa’s video recorded diamond drill holes viewed simultaneously in 3D (left) 
and 2D map (right). The 3D view shows also the 14250 fracture observations (orange discs) logged from 
the videos. 
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Table 3-4. Classification of the fracture observations logged from borehole videos 
Fracture type Definition 
Fracture zone An intersection of a diamond drillhole with lenght of ≥ 0.5 m. The zone contains open 

fractures or poor quality rock. 

Fracture open A single fracture with ≥ 2 mm aperture between the fracture surfaces. 

Fracture filled A single fracture containing filling between the fracture surfaces. Typical fracture 
fillings include carbonate, graphite, talc and chlorite. 

Fracture closed A single fracture with neither aperture nor filling between the fracture surfaces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 3-11. Open fracture (red discs, n=742) and fracture zone (light blue discs, n=403) observations 
logged from Kevitsa’s borehole videos to be used as the source data for building of the 3D fracture 
zone models. Closed and filled fractures have been filtered out. The Kevitsa open pit stage 4 shown 
simultaneously as a reference. Viewing north. 

Figure 3-10. A single open fracture (fracture open) viewed in a borehole video produced by Astrock 
Geophysics Oy. The logged fracture can be seen as the red sine curve in the upper right figure. 
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In addition to the fracture data derived from borehole videos, KMOY logged structural 

data from oriented diamond drillcores before the present work. The data comprises 

orientation observations derived by measuring e.g. α- and β-angles. The Ezy-Mark™ 

Core Orientation System have been used in orienting the oriented drillcores of Kevitsa. 

The Ezy-Mark™ system records orientation and bottom impression of drillhole when 

core breaks during drilling (Ureel et al. 2013). This information can be used in marking 

orientation line on the drillcore to be used in structural logging of the drillcore. 

 

Structural measurements obtained from oriented drillcore are susceptible for a range of 

potential sources of error that must be monitored and minimized in any long-term 

drilling program (Holcombe 2013). For instance, orientation mark drawn on a piece of 

drillcore might be imprecise or incorrect because lack of experience or motivation of a 

driller, or errors may result from imprecise identification of the core ellipse long axis or 

α- and β-angle measurements. 

 

Due to unspecified reasons, the structural data derived from the total of 139 drillcores 

from Kevitsa oriented by the Ezy-Mark™ method contain significant errors and were 

therefore not used in this study (Figure 3-12). For this reason, no oriented core was 

logged as part of the present thesis but all the orientation data from diamond drill holes 

was derived from the borehole videos. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 3-12. Comparison of fracture observations logged from borehole videos (left) with 
observations logged from oriented drillcores (right). Showing fracture data from KV279. After 
WSP Finland (2014). 

n=121 n=139 
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3.5. RQD-block model 

 

Block modelling is a method that provides means for 3D modelling of a spatially 

referenced database containing point and interval data, such as drillhole sample data 

(Geovia 2012). The individual blocks of a block model contain interpolated values 

instead of the true, measured values. 

 

RQD-block model built by WSP Finland (2014) characterizes RQD-value within and 

immediately outside the Kevitsa’s open pit stage 4 design (Figure 3-13). The model is 

based on RQD logging of about 94 000 m of drillcore from 260 drillholes. The model is 

divided into the uppermost heavily weathered surface domain and the unweathered 

fresh rock domain located below the first domain (Figure 3-13). In the present thesis, 

the RQD-block model is compared with the interpreted fracture zone models to find out 

if they have similar indications of the fracture zones. When consistent, the interpreted 

surfaces are joined (interpolated) with zones of poor quality rock in the block model. 

 

RQD-data contained in the geotechnical database of Kevitsa was converted to the block 

model by using compositing and estimation (WSP Finland 2014). Compositing creates 

standard intervals in the drillhole data and calculates average RQD values for those 

intervals (Geovia 2012). Composite interval of 1 m was used in the model (WSP 

Finland 2014). The composites are used in the next step where RQD value is estimated 

for each block in the model (Geovia 2012). The estimation was done by using inverse 

distance weighting (IDW) interpolation method (WSP Finland 2014), which sets more 

weight in interpolation to the nearby points than the more distant points. The estimation 

included five rounds with isotropic search radii of 20, 40, 80, 150 and 250 m. Other 

parameters used include basic block size of 12.5 x 12.5 x 12.5 m, inverse distance 

power 2, minimum number of samples 3 and maximum of 35. 
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Figure 3-13. 3D view of the Kevitsa RQD-block model. The model characterizes RQD-value within and 
immediately outside the open pit stage 4. The model shows two rock quality domains. The first is the 
heavily weathered surface rock domain (the red and yellow colours on the pit margins) and the second is 
the underlying unweathered fresh rock domain (blue colour dominant). Viewing North. 
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4. RESULTS OF THE INDIVIDUAL METHODS AND DISCUSSION ON THEIR 

APPLICABILITY 

 

 

4.1. Lineament interpretations 

 

4.1.1. Regional scale lineaments 

 

Regional topographic lineaments (RTL) identified from the hillshade map (Figure 4-

1A) and regional aeromagnetic lineaments (RAL) identified from the aeromagnetic map 

(Figure 4-2A) are interpreted to represent the surface intersections of brittle geological 

structures on regional scale. 

 

Distribution of the RTL-lineaments indicates two main orientations, NNW-SSE and 

SSW-NNE (Figure 4-1B). Two of the lineaments are located 1-4 km away from the 

open pit area to the east (Figure 4-1C). Roseplot of the RAL-lineaments illustrate 

roughly the same trends, however, the orientations are closer to NW-SE and SW-NE 

and the plot scatters more than the plot of the RTL-lineaments. Both sets of lineaments 

(RTL and RAL) can be correlated roughly with the NW-SE and SW-NE oriented faults 

of the Kevitsa area mapped by KMOY (Figure 2-2). The structural lines (GTK 2009) 

show SW-NE (SSW-NNE) orientation as the most dominant orientation which is 

parallel with the SW-NE (SSW-NNE) oriented faults of the Kevitsa area (Figure 2-2). 
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A) B) 

C) n = 109 

Figure 4-1. Regional topographic lineaments (red lines in A) show linear topographic features interpreted 
from the hillshade map. Roseplot of the data indicates two main orientations, NNW-SSE and SSW-NNE 
(B). Magnification focusing on the Kevitsa open pit area viewed with aerial image (C). 

National grid (YKJ) 

A) B) 

n = 117 

Figure 4-2. Regional aeromagnetic lineaments (purple lines in A) show features that are interpreted to 
represent brittle structures in the aeromagnetic map. Roseplot of the data (B) indicates two main 
orientations, NW-SE and SW-NE. 

National grid (YKJ) 
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4.1.2. Local scale lineaments 

 

Local scale lineament interpretation illustrates the linear features in the rock surface 

model (Figure 4-4). The topographic features in the model should correlate fairly well 

with fracture zones because fractured mass of rock erodes generally more easily than 

undeformed rock. 

 

Kevitsa open pit area 

Figure 4-3. The fracture lines (yellow) and the fault/shear zone lines (blue) from the 
structural lines data set (GTK 2009) shows roughly two main orientations, NW-SE and SW-
NE. Hillshade map with illumination from SW shown on background. 
 

National grid (YKJ) 
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Local topographic lineaments (LTL) contain 82 lines which are classified into five sets 

according to their orientations (Table 4-1). Line sets 1 – 4 represent lineaments grouped 

into specific populations whereas the remaining lineaments with varying orientations 

have been grouped within the set 5. The lineament sets are visualized separately in 

Figure 4-5. 

 
Table 4-1. Details of the local topographic lineaments (LTL) 
Line set Number of lines Color Orientation 
1 20 red SSW-NNE 

2 22 blue NNW-SSE 

3 13 yellow WSW-ENE 

4 20 black NW-SE 

5 7 pink and 
light blue 

no distinct direction 

   

tot= 82     

 

 

The orientations of the sets 1 and 2 correlate well with the RTL-lineaments that show 

the similar NNW-SSE and SSW-NNE pattern. The set 4 correlates well with the NW-

SE oriented RAL-lineaments and with the NW-SE oriented faults in the Kevitsa area 

(Figure 2-2). The set 3 shows almost similar orientation with the SW-NE trending RAL-

lineaments (Figure 4-2) and faults of the Kevitsa area (Figure 2-2). 

 

It is possible that the regional SW-NE and NW-SE orientations are “average” 

orientations of the local scale lineament sets. That is, the regional SW-NE orientation 

may include the local lineament sets 1 and 3, and the regional NW-SE orientation may 

include the local lineament sets 2 and 4, since the orientations vary only about 20-30°. 

 

It should be noted that the dominant ice transport and erosion direction during the latest 

glacial trends NNW-SSE within the area (Mutanen 1997) which correlates with the 

LTL-lineament set 2 (Figure 4-4). 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4-4. The local topographic lineaments in 3D view (A) projected on the Kevitsa rock surface model. The lineaments are grouped and coloured according to their 
orientations which include the SSW-NNE (red), NNW-SSE (blue), WSW-ENE (yellow) and NW-SE (black) trending lineament sets. Pink lineament set indicates no distinctive 
trend. Dashed light blue lineament indicates a single clay horizon mapped from 3D photogrammetry models. Elevation is visualized as function of colours (colour bar in A, 
meters above the sea level). Map view (B) shows the dominant NNW-SSE ice advance and erosion direction during the latest glacial (Mutanen 1997). Rose diagram 
illustrates distribution of the lineament orientations (C). 
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n=82 

Direction of ice 
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4.2. 3D photogrammetry 

 

The 1215 fracture observations mapped from the 3D photogrammetry models (Figures 

3-5 and 4-6A) indicate two major fracture sets with mean orientations of 142/72 and 

085/85 (dip direction/dip; convention used here and through this text; Figure 4-6B). The 

same stereoplot shows three other fracture clusters which have not been identified as 

fracture sets because the sets 1m and 2m are significantly more dominating. The three 

other clusters show mean orientations of 230/15, 222/60 and 030/33 (Figure 4-6B). 

Figure 4-5. Local topographic lineaments (LTL) grouped according to the orientations. 

SET 1 

n=20 

SET 2 

n=22 

n=13 

SET 3 SET 4 

n=20 

SET 5 

n=7 
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The strike of the steeply ENE-dipping fracture set 2m correlates with the RTL-

lineaments (Figure 4-1) and with the LTL-lineament set 2 (Figure 4-5). The strike of the 

steeply SE-dipping fracture set 1m correlates with the RAL-lineaments (Figure 4-2), 

LTL-lineament set 3 (Figure 4-5) and with similarly oriented faults of the Kevitsa area 

(Figure 2-2). The steeply SW-dipping faint set 2 correlates with the LTL-lineament set 

4 (Figure 4-5) and the similarly oriented RAL-lineaments (Figure 4-2). 

  

n = 1215 

Figure 4-6. Ground surface fracture observations (purple discs in A, n=1215) mapped from the 3D 
photogrammetry models. Stereoplot of the data shows the steeply SW-dipping fracture set 1m and the 
steeply ENE-dipping fracture set 2m. Dashed blue circles show three clusters which are not as 
dominating as the 1m and 2m. Dips™ from Rocscience was used to create the stereoplot. 3D 
photogrammetry models and fracture data: WSP Finland (2014). Kevitsa rock surface model in 
background: KMOY (2013). 

A) B) 

Mean orientations of the fracture sets 
(dip direction/dip): 
 

1m = 142/72 Faint set 1 = 230/15 
2m = 080/85 Faint set 2 = 222/60 

Faint set 3 = 030/33 
 

Faint set 2 

Faint set 1 

Faint set 3 
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4.3. Open pit mapping 

 

Open pit mapping revealed the presence of intersecting brittle zones of rock (Figure 4-

7) including gently WNW-dipping fracture zones (Figure 4-8) and steeply ENE-dipping 

brittle zones of rock (Figure 4-9). The intersections contain wedge shaped domains of 

poor quality rock (Figures 4-10 and 4-11). The LTL-lineaments (Figures 4-4 and 4-7) 

and the main ground surface fracture sets (Figures 4-6B and 4-7B) were used to target 

the open pit mapping. 

 

A gently WNW-dipping fracture zone observed from southern part of the pit shows 

279/34 orientation (Figures 4-7C and 4-8). The orientation was measured from 3D 

photogrammetry models (Figure 4-8B) recorded from the location which is in close 

vicinity of the LTL-lineament set 1 (Figure 4-7A). Similar geometry was observed from 

the northern part of the pit (Figure 4-10) the location being also intersected by the LTL-

lineament set 1 (Figures 4-7A). The zone shows estimated thickness of 5 m – 20 m; 

block size of 0.1 m – 2 m and a minor clay content. Most of the clay was identified near 

the ground surface from the southern part of the pit (Figure 4-8). The zone is 

characterized by brownish color (rusty) near the ground surface but otherwise shows 

only minor indication of flowing water (Figure 4-10). As described above, the location 

and strike of the zone correlates well the local SSW-NNE oriented LTL-lineament set 1 

(Figures 4-4 and 4-5). The strike correlates also with the SW-NE striking faults of the 

Kevitsa area (Figure 2-2) and the similar regional scale orientations (Figures 4-1 and 4-

2). 

 

A steeply ENE-dipping brittle zone of rock was observed from the excavation level of 

198 m located in the northern part of the open pit area (Figures 4-7D and 4-9). 3D 

photogrammetry measurement showed 071/71 orientation for the zone (Figure 4-9B). 

The zone shows estimated thickness of 10 m – 15 m; block size of 0.2 – 3 m; brown to 

grey color and rare fillings of clay or flowing water. The location and strike of the zone 

correlates with the local NNW-SSE trending LTL-lineament set 2 (Figure 4-7A). The 

strike correlates also with the regional RTL-lineaments with similar orientation (Figure 

4-1).  The 071/71 orientation correlates roughly with the 080/85 oriented ground surface 

fracture set 2m (Figure 4-6). 
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The field observations include also a possible reverse fault observed from the northern 

part of the starter pit area (Figures 4-7G and 4-12). If the reverse sense of the fault is 

correct, it indicates NW-SE oriented compressive stress field in the Kevitsa area. 

Uncertainty of the kinematics derives from not being able to determine the orientation 

of stretching lineation and/or foliation plane. However, 3D photogrammetry 

measurement indicates offset within the fault (Figure 4-12B). 

 

The field observations include also a single E-W striking sub-vertical clay horizon 

(Figure 4-13) shown by the dashed light blue lineament in Figure 4-4B. 3D 

photogrammetry measurement of the horizon shows orientation of 179/84 (Figure 4-12). 

The horizon is located at the eastern slope of the starter pit area. 

  

Intersections of the gently WNW- and steeply ENE dipping fracture zones observed 

from the northern (Figures 4-7E and 4-10) and southern part (Figure 4-7F and 4-11) of 

the starter pit area show below the average or poor quality of rock and wedge shaped 

geometry. The 279/34 oriented zone is not identified from the ground surface fracture 

data (Figure 4-6). However, the field observations show clear indications of the zone. 

The 071/71 orientation derived from 3D photogrammetry models is not as reliable as 

the 279/34 measurement. The uncertainty derives from ambiguous fitting of the 3D 

virtual discs on the 3D photogrammetry models (Figure 4-9). The fitting would be more 

reliable if the particular structure was mapped from both sides of the excavated pit as 

done in the 279/34 measurement (Figure 4-8C). Therefore, the 071/71 orientation is not 

further used in 3D modelling of the fracture zones. Instead, the 080/85 orientation 

derived from the ground surface fracture set 2m is used as the orientation in further 

model building. In addition to the major fracture zones studied in this thesis, other 

fracture sets are also present in the open pit area. Orientation and impact of the fracture 

sets on the slope stability are studied in more detail in the report by WSP Finland 

(2014). 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 4-7. Field mapping in Kevitsa open pit excavation in May 2013. The local topographic lineaments (A) and the ground surface fracture sets (B) targeted the mapping. An 
example of gently WNW-dipping fracture zone showing rusty clay, viewing NNW (C). An example of steeply ENE-dipping brittle zone of rock, viewing NNE (D). Intersection of 
the gently WNW- and steeply ENE-dipping zones (E) show a domain of fractured rock, viewing NE. Similar intersection showing a domain of poor quality rock (F), viewing SSE. 
Conjugate fractures (G) defining zones of crushed rock within the northern slope of the starter pit area, viewing N. 

The main ground 
surface fracture 
sets 
(dip direction/dip): 
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A) 

Figure 4-8. Sheared gently WNW-dipping brittle zone of rock (A). Viewing North. See Fig. 4-7 for location. 3D photogrammetry measurement of the zone (B) indicates 
orientation of 279/34 (dip direction/dip), viewing NW. Section view of the zone with Ri-drillcore logs (C) indicates that the zone is characterized by Ri3 and Ri4 quality of rock. 
Ri3 illustrates high fracture density, Ri4 illustrates high fracture density and clay gouge.  Drillhole KV193 marked at depth 156 m (red ellipse) showing Ri4 zone. The section is 
140 m wide from Northing of 7511949,7. Drillcore photo from the KV193 at 155-158 m depth (D). The red dashed line in (A-C) indicate trace of the zone. 

B) 

D) Drillcore KV193 at depth 155 – 158 m. 

A) 

5 m 

C) 

Drillhole KV193 
at depth156 m 

40 
15 m 
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Figure 4-9. Sub-vertical ENE-dipping brittle zone of rock. The zone is located between the two dashed blue 
lines (A). The image is taken from excavation level of 198 m. 3D photogrammetry measurement of the 
zone (B) indicates 071/71 orientation (dip direction/dip). Fitting of the 3D virtual discs on the slope is 
slightly ambiguous and therefore the resulting orientation is not considered very accurate. The zone can be 
identified clearly from the ground surface fracture data (set 2m in C). Viewing NNE in figures A and B. 

5 m 

C) 

B) 

A) 
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WATER LEAKING 
THROUGH FRACTURES 

A DOMAIN OF FRACTURED MASS 
OF ROCK CAUSED BY MAJOR 
CROSCUTTING SETS OF 
FRACTURES 

10 m 

Figure 4-10. Two crosscutting sets of fractures (blue and red dashed lines) form a wedge shaped domain 
of fractured rock mass (white ellipse). Image taken from excavation level 198 m. View towards NE. 
Location: 7512568 Northing 3499018 Easting. 

Figure 4-11. Two intersecting fracture zones forming a domain of poor quality rock (white ellipse). The red 
dashed lines represent the gently WNW- and the blue dashed lines the steeply ENE-dipping brittle zones of 
rock. The gently WNW-dipping zone can be correlated with the LTL-lineament set 1. The steeply ENE-
dipping zone can be correlated to the LTL-lineament set 2. This domain is located in the SSE-slope of the 
starter pit area. Image taken from the excavation level 198 m. Viewing SSE. 

A DOMAIN OF POOR QUALITY 
ROCK FORMED BY TWO 
INTERSECTING FRACTURE 
ZONES. 

7 m 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A) 

B) 

OFFSET IN CLAY HORIZON ? 
 IS THIS A REVERSE FAULT 
OR JUST APPEARANCE 
CAUSED BY VIEWING 
DIRECTION ? 

HORSETAIL FRACTURES ? 
 

HANGING WALL ? 
FOOT WALL ? 

10 m 

Figure 4-12. Wedge shaped blocks of rock within the northern slope of starter pit area (A). The dashed red lines indicate fault traces. Yellow arrows show the possibly faulted 
(reverse movement sense) clay horizon. Image taken from the excavation level of 198 m. Viewing NNE. Estimation of the possible fault offset using 3D photogrammetry (B). 
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4.4. Fracture orientation measurements from diamond drill holes 

 

Fracture orientation data from borehole videos indicate four distinct fracture sets 

(Figure 4-14A). Sub-horizontal fractures with mean orientation of 232/14 (dip 

direction/dip) dominate, whereas the other sets show mean orientations of 138/75, 

084/79 and 323/14. The open fracture and fracture zone data (after filtering closed and 

filled fractures out; Figure 4-14B) show fracture sets with mean orientation of 233/14, 

324/28, 016/43, 085/84 138/72, 195/72. Terzaghi weighting was used in the 

stereoplot—this sets the more weight on observations the closer their orientation is to 

the orientation of the drillhole where the observation was mapped (Terzaghi 1965). 

Minimum bias angle of 15° was used in the weighting. 

 

Figure 4-14 illustrates correlation of the borehole video fracture data with the ground 

surface fracture sets. The first stereoplot contains all the observations logged from 

borehole videos (Figure 4-14A). The second stereoplot shows only the open fracture 

and fracture zone observations (Figure 4-14B). The third stereoplot (Figure 4-14C) 

Figure 4-13. A sub-vertical clay horizon located at the eastern slope of the starter pit area, viewing E. 3D 
photogrammetry measurement shows orientation of 179/84 (dip direction/dip). The horizon can be 
identified clearly from 3D photogrammetry models (this figure, between the discs) and from the rock 
surface model as the light blue dashed lineament (Figure 4-4). 
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shows the ground surface fracture sets including the faint clusters described earlier 

(Figure 4-6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The steeply SE-dipping orientation (sets OZ-05 and 1m) is identified from all the source 

data sets (Figure 4-14). The strike of the orientation correlates with the WSW-ENE 

trending LTL-lineament set 3 (Figure 4-5), SW-NE trending faults of the Kevitsa area 

(Figure 2-2) and similar regional scale orientations (Figures 4-1 and 4-2). 

 

The steeply ENE-dipping orientation (sets OZ-04 and 2m) is also present in all the 

source data sets (Figure 4-14). The orientation correlates with the steeply ENE-dipping 

brittle zone of rock observed during the field mapping (Figure 4-9). Strike of the 

orientation correlates with the local NNW-SSE trending LTL-lineament set 2 (Figure 4-

5) and with the regional RTL-lineaments (Figure 4-1). 

 

The sub-horizontally SW-dipping orientation (sets OZ-01 and Faint set 1) can be 

identified from all the source data sets (Figure 4-14) but the ground surface fracture data 

shows only faint indication of the set (Figure 4-14C). The strike of the orientation 

correlates with the local NW-SE trending LTL-lineament set 4 (Figure 4-5), the NW-SE 

Figure 4-14. Borehole video fracture data (A) show four distinct populations dominated by sub-horizontal 
fractures oriented 232/14 (dip direction/dip). Open fracture and facture zone observations (B, filtered from 
A) show two more fracture sets. These fracture sets are correlated with the ground surface fracture sets 
(C) by using the blue and grey arrows. Blue arrows illustrate significant correlation. Grey arrows illustrate 
correlation but the angles show more deviation. Dips™ from Rocscience was used to create the 
stereoplots. Fracture data: WSP Finland (2014). 

Fracture sets (dip direction/dip): 
 

1w = 138/75 
2w = 084/79 
3w = 232/14 
4w = 013/29 

All borehole video 
observations, n = 14250 

Fracture sets (dip direction/dip): 
 

OZ-01 = 233/14 
OZ-02 = 324/28  
OZ-03 = 016/43 
OZ-04 = 085/84 
OZ-05 = 138/72 
OZ-06 = 195/72 
 

Open fracture and fracture 
zone observations, n = 1145 

The ground surface fracture 
data, n=1215 

Fracture sets (dip direction/dip): 
 

1m = 142/72 
2m = 080/85 
Faint set 1 = 230/15 
Faint set 2 = 222/60 
Faint set 3 = 030/33 

A) B) C) 

Faint set 1 

Faint set 2 

Faint set 3 
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trending faults of the Kevitsa area (Figure 2-2) and the regional RAL-lineaments with 

similar orientation (Figure 4-2). 

The moderately NNE-dipping orientation (sets OZ-03 and Faint set 3) is present in all 

the source data sets (Figures 4-14) but the clusters show more deviation than the 

previous fracture sets. The strike of the orientation correlates roughly with the local 

NW-SE trending LTL-lineament set 4. The strike correlates also with the NW-SE 

trending faults of the Kevitsa area (Figure 2-2) and the similarly oriented RAL-

lineaments (Figure 4-2). 

 

The steeply SSW-dipping fracture set can be identified from the open fracture and 

fracture zone data (set OZ-06; Figure 4-14B) and from the ground surface fracture data 

(Faint set 2; Figures 4-6 and 4-14C). The strike of the orientation correlates roughly 

with the local NW-SE trending lineament set 4 (Figure 4-5), the NW-SE striking faults 

of the Kevitsa area (Figure 2-2) and with the similarly oriented regional RAL-

lineaments (Figure 4-2). 

 

The open fracture and fracture zone data (Figure 4-14B) indicates also gently NW-

dipping orientation (set OZ-02). The orientation correlates well with the gently WNW-

dipping fracture zone observed during the field mapping (Figure 4-8). The strike of the 

orientation correlates with the local SSW-NNE trending LTL-lineament set 1 (Figure 4-

5) and the regional RTL-lineaments with similar orientation (Figure 4-1). 

 

The total borehole video data (Figure 4-14A) and the open fracture and fracture zone 

data (Figure 4-14B) show similar populations dominated by the sub-horizontal fracture 

sets. However, the ground surface fracture populations lack or show only faint 

indications of the sub-horizontally or gently dipping fracture sets (Figures 4-6 and 4-

14C). This bias probably derives from the fact that the ground surface fractures were 

mapped from the 3D photogrammetry models where the sub-horizontal fracture 

surfaces are not as well exposed as the steeply dipping fracture surfaces. In general, this 

phenomena is most probably the result of erosional processes of the pit slopes exposing 

sub-vertical fracture surfaces more easily than the sub-horizontal fractures. On the 

contrary, the borehole video observations favor the sub-horizontal observations over the 

near vertical fractures because a bias is always introduced in favor of the features 

perpendicular to the direction of surveying. Bearing the favoring in mind, the Terzaghi 
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weighting (Terzaghi 1965) was used to correct the bias in the borehole video fracture 

data (Figure 4-14A and 4-14B). 
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5. 3D MODELING OF THE FRACTURE ZONES 

 

This section summarizes the main orientations derived from the individual methods and 

describes their integrated use in building the final 3D models. 

 

The steeply SE-, steeply ENE- and sub-horizontally SW-dipping orientations are 

identified from all the method specific results including 3D photogrammetry (Figure 4-

6), open pit mapping (Figures 4-6 and 4-9) and borehole video fracture sets (Figures 4-

14A and 4-14B). These method specific fracture sets show significant correlation, with 

only a few degrees scattering in the resultant orientations. These sets have strikes of 

SW-NE, NNW-SSE and NW-SE which are also identified from the faults of the Kevitsa 

area on the geologic map (Figure 2-2), LTL-lineaments (Figure 4-5) and regional 

lineaments (Figures 4-1 and 4-2). 

 

The gently NNE- and steeply SSW-dipping orientations are also identified from all the 

method specific results but the dip angles show more scattering and the clusters in the 

stereoplots are not as clear as in the other fracture sets (Figure 4-6 and 4-14). The gently 

NW-dipping fracture set (Figure 4-14B) is anomalous because it is clearly identified 

only from the open fracture and fracture zone data (Figure 4-14B). However it shows 

correlation with the gently WNW-dipping facture zone observed in the field mapping 

(Figure 4-8). 

 

Three separate 3D models have been constructed to illustrate the geometry and rock 

quality of the major fracture zones as interpreted from the source data sets. The 50 m 

fracture zone model (50M) outlines the geometry of the major fracture zones within the 

first 50 m below the pre-open pit ground surface (Figure 5-1). The statistical population 

model (SPM) outlines geometrical trends from the borehole video observations by 

grouping (generalizing) observations with similar orientation (Figures 5-3 and 5-5). The 

generalization was necessary to gain understanding of the main fracture zone 

geometries in depth and for the purposes of visual data integration. Finally, the merged 

fracture zone model (MFM) integrates the geometrical trends derived from the SPM-

model with the RQD and RG-data into the final fracture zone model (Figure 5-8). 
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3D modeling software used include GEOVIA Surpac™ from Dassault Systèmes and 

MOVE™ from Midland Valley Exploration Ltd. Gocad™ from Paradigm Ltd was used 

to generate 3D PDFs of the fracture zone models (Appendix 10.2.). 

 

 

5.1. 50 m fracture zone model (50M) 

 

The 50M-model aimed at showing orientations of the major fracture zones within the 

uppermost 50 m of the open pit excavation (Figure 5-1). The model was built by 

merging the LTL-lineaments to the 3D-photogrammetry and open pit mapping 

observations (Figures 4-5, 4-6 and 4-8). 

  

The model indicates presence of gently WNW-dipping (50M_01 red), steeply ENE-

dipping (50M_02 blue) and steeply SE-dipping (50M_03 yellow) fracture zones (Figure 

5-1). The model shows also sub-vertically S-dipping clay horizon (50M-04 light blue). 

In the same order, the modelled surfaces show mean orientations of 291/34, 072/82, 

144/74 and 179/84. 
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50M_04 (light blue): 179/84 50M_03 (yellow): 144/74 50M_01 (red): 291/34 

Main ramp 

WNW ESE Section_001 

50M_02 (blue): 072/82 

Figure 5-1. 50 m fracture zone model (50M). The model illustrates geometry of the major fracture zones 
within the uppermost 50 meters of the Kevitsa open pit area. The model contains the gently WNW- 
(50M_01 red), steeply ENE- (50M_02 blue) and steeply SSE-dipping (50M_03 yellow) fracture zones. 3D 
view (upper) with stereoplots show the locations and orientations of the modelled fracture zones. Section 
view (bottom) illustrates intersections of the fracture zones. Showing true dip for the 50M_01. Topographic 
profile (green line) from the Kevitsa rock surface model (KMOY 2013) is included in the section view.  
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The 50M-model was built by using the LTL-lineaments (Figures 4-5 and 5-2A) as strike 

constraints and extrapolating them as 3D surfaces down to the open pit excavation level 

of 189 m (Figure 5-2D). Orientation constraints (dip direction/dip) derive from the field 

mapping observations and 3D photogrammetry measurements (Figures 4-6, 4-8, 5-2B 

and 5-2C). 

 

Dip constraint for the surface set 50M_01 derives from the 3D photogrammetry 

measurement of the gently WNW-dipping fracture zone observed in the southern part of 

the open pit (Figures 4-8B and 5-2B). The measurement shows orientation of 279/34. 

The 3D photogrammetry observation was prioritized over the borehole video population 

OZ-02 (324/28; Figure 4-14B) because the 50M-model illustrates the major fracture 

zones within the uppermost 50 m of the open pit. No other method specific fracture sets 

with similar orientation have been recorded. 

 

Dip value for the surface set 50M_02 derives from the steeply ENE-dipping fracture set 

identified from all the source data sets (Figures 4-6, 4-9, 4-14 and 5-2C). The 3D 

photogrammetry measurement (Figure 4-9), which showed slightly gentler dip than the 

other method specific fracture sets, was not used as orientation constraint because of the 

ambiguous fitting of the 3D discs on the photogrammetry model (Figure 4-9). Instead, 

the ground surface fracture set 2m (Figures 4-6 and 5-2C) was used as the orientation 

constraint. The fracture set 2m was prioritized over the borehole video populations 2w 

and OZ-04 (Figure 4-14) because the 50M-model focuses on the first 50 meters below 

the pre-open pit ground surface. 

 

Dip angle for the surface set 50M_03 derives from the steeply SE-dipping fracture 

population identified from all the source data sets (Figures 4-6, 4-14 and 5-2C). The 

ground surface fracture set 1m (Figure 4-6) was prioritized over the borehole video 

populations 1w and OZ-05 (Figure 4-14) for the same reason as for the surface sets 

50M_01 and 50M_02. 

 

The surface set 50M-04 indicates a clay horizon mapped from the 3D photogrammetry 

models (Figure 4-13). The horizon is also clearly visible in the rock surface model 

(Figure 4-4). 
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Figure 5-2. Building of the 50 m fracture zone model (50M). The model was compiled by merging the 
local topographic lineaments (A), 3D photogrammetry measurements of structures observed in the field 
mapping (B) and ground surface fracture sets (C). The model was built by extrapolating the lineaments 
as mesh surfaces (D) down to the excavation level 189 m. 

50 m 

5 m 

200 m 

2 m 

525 m 
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5.2. Statistical population model (SPM) 

 

The SPM-model aimed at identifying the dominant fracture orientations and locations 

from the numerous and locally scattered fracture zone and open fracture observations 

(Figures 3-8, 3-10 and 3-11). The main purpose is to extract the dominant fracture 

orientations to be further used in visual integration of fracture data (see chapter 5.3.). 

This was done by grouping spatially closely spaced and similarly oriented observations 

into populations. The populations were further used as orientation constraints for 

building of the final 3D fracture zone models. The SPM-model includes two stages that 

are referred to as SPM generalization level 1 (SPM1) and SPM generalization level 2 

(SPM2). 

 

The first stage of the SPM-model (SPM1) groups spatially closely spaced and similarly 

oriented fracture zone observations, which are located within individual video recorded 

drillholes, into populations (Figure 5-3). The populations are visualized with planar 

square-shaped surfaces which illustrate both the locations and the orientations of the 

populations. The square-shaped surfaces are oriented according to mean orientations of 

the populations (Figure 5-4). The SPM1-model includes single square-shaped surfaces 

illustrating that the fracture zone observations are located nearly at the same XYZ-

coordinates. A surface pair illustrates that the fracture zone observations are located 

between the SPM1-surfaces (Figure 5-4). The model contains 84 surfaces or surface 

pairs (Appendix 10.1.C). 
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Figure 5-3. Statistical population model generalization level 1 (SPM1). The model shows the main 
fracture zones and their orientations (square-shaped surfaces) interpreted from the fracture zone data 
(light blue discs). The surfaces are coloured according to dip direction. Viewing NE. 
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KV28 fracture zone data 
n=10, Z=100 m (elevation) 

KV16 fracture zone data 
n=15, Z=225 m (elevation) 

KV190 fracture zone data 
n=12, Z=205 m (elevation) 

Figure 5-4. Examples of building the statistical population model generalization level 1 (SPM1) surfaces. 
The fracture zone data is analysed from individual drillholes (upper figure). Mean orientations of the data 
(stereoplots) are visualized with planar square shaped surfaces (bottom). One surface illustrates spatially 
closely spaced fracture zone observations (bottom left). Two surfaces illustrate the observations being 
located between the surfaces (bottom right). 
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The second stage of the SPM-model (SPM2) groups similarly oriented SPM1-surfaces 

that can be aligned in planar 3D geometry (Figure 5-5). That is, the SPM2-surfaces are 

constrained by similarly oriented SPM1-surfaces that can be joined in 3D space to build 

a planar zone. This generalization produces planar 3D surfaces, which are bigger in area 

than the SPM1-surfaces, indicating the orientations and locations of the major fracture 

zones within the Kevitsa open pit stage 4. The open fracture observations (Figure 3-10) 

were used to further verify the build-up of the SPM2-surfaces (Figure 5-6). The SPM2-

model contains 26 surfaces or surface pairs (Appendix 10.1.D.). One SPM2-surface 

illustrates that a group of SPM1-surfaces can be aligned near one SPM level 2 surface in 

3D space. A SPM2-surface pair illustrates that the SPM1-surfaces are located between 

the SPM2-surface pair. Furthermore, the SPM2-surfaces are classified according to the 

inferred uncertainty of occurrence. An uncertainty number indicating the reliability of 

the surfaces is given for all the SPM2 surfaces (Figure 5-7). The number derives from 

the maximum distance between the SPM1-surfaces defining a SPM2-surface (Figure 5-

6). Uncertainty number 1 indicates distance of about 150 m between the SPM1-

surfaces. Uncertainty number 2 indicates distance of about ≤ 300 m. Uncertainty 

number 3 indicates distance of > 300 m between the SPM1-surfaces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 5-5. Statistical population model generalization level 2 (SPM2). The model groups similarly 
oriented SPM level 1 surfaces that can be aligned in planar 3D space and therefore indicates the 
location and orientation of the major fracture zones within the Kevitsa open pit stage 4. The open 
fracture data (red discs) were used with the SPM level 1 surfaces when evaluating the location and 
orientation of the SPM level 2 surfaces. Surfaces coloured according to dip direction. Viewing NE. 
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Figure 5-7. Uncertainty of the SPM level 2 surfaces. Uncertainty number 1 (green surfaces) indicates the 
distance of about 150 m between the SPM level 1 surfaces defining a SPM 2 surface. Uncertainty 2 (blue 
surfaces) indicates distance of about ≤ 300 m and uncertainty 3 (red surfaces) indicates distance of more 
than 300 m between the SPM level 1 surfaces. In Figure 5-6 distances between the SPM level 1 surfaces 
are about 150 m or less (uncertainty = 1). 
 

Figure 5-6. An example of building a SPM level 2 surface. The SPM level 1 surfaces with similar 
orientation (red square-surfaces) are used as orientation and area constraints for build-up of the SPM level 
2 surface (transparent grey). Distance between the SPM level 1 surfaces are about 150 m or less. 
Highlighted open fracture observations (yellow spheres) further verify the gently WNW-dipping orientation. 
Viewing north. 

Gently WNW-dipping SPM level 1 
surfaces. 
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5.3. Merged fracture zone model (MFM) 

 

The merged fracture zone model aimed at integrating all the available data to define 

major fracture zones with significant spatial continuity within the open pit stage 4 

(Figure 5-8). The model was built by merging the SPM2 populations to RQD and Ri-

logs that indicate lower than average quality of rock (Figure 5-9). As the SPM2 surfaces 

are generalizations, none of the primary data and results presented in the previous 

section were neglected in modelling. 

 

The MFM-model illustrates the gently WNW- (MFM_01), steeply ENE- (MFM_02) 

and gently ENE-dipping (MFM_03) fracture zones (Figure 5-8). In the same order, the 

mean orientations are 289/32, 072/73 and 073/23. The MFM_01 intersects the main 

ramp in northern slope of the pit and the ramp at excavation level of about 18 m in the 

western side of the pit (Figure 5-8). The MFM_02 intersects the MFM_01 from the 

center of to the NNW-edge of the pit. The same zone also intersects the ramps at 

excavation levels 13 m and -21 m in northern slope. The MFM_03 intersects the 

MFM_01 and the open pit stage 4 edge in southern part of the pit. RQD-values of the 

zones varies from 0 to 50% and Ri-value vary from Ri3 to Ri4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 5-8. Merged fracture zone model (MFM). The model illustrates orientations, locations and rock 
quality of the major fracture zones within the Kevitsa open pit stage 4. Each 3D surface corresponds to 
RQD-value of 0-50 and/or Ri3 or Ri4. Viewing north. The stereoplots illustrate poles (contoured dots) 
and mean orientations (great circles) of the triangles used to triangulate the MFM-model 3D surfaces. 

Gently WNW-dipping fracture 
zone intersects the main ramp. 
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The gently WNW-dipping MFM_01 (Figure 5-8) was built by using the SPM2-

populations 001, 008, 010, 012 and 018 (Appendix 10.1.D.) as orientation constraints 

and merging them with RQD- and Ri-values that indicate lower than average quality of 

rock (Figure 5-9). The SPM-surfaces 001, 008, 010, 012 and 018 are defined by 

uncertainty number of 1 or 2. The MFM_01-surfaces were extrapolated to the RQD-

block model (WSP Finland 2014) where they showed correlation with lower than 

average quality of rock (Figure 5-9). The orientation and location of the MFM_01 is 

consistent with the 50M_01 surface set (Figure 5-1). The MFM_01 contains five 3D 

surfaces which indicate different parts of the fracture zone and the extrapolation to the 

RQD-block model (Appendix 10.1.E.). 

 

The steeply ENE-dipping MFM_02 (Figure 5-8) was built by merging the SPM level 2 

populations 013 and 017 (Appendix 10.1.D.) to RQD- and Ri-values that indicate 

fractured mass of rock. The SPM2-surfaces 013 and 017 are defined by uncertainty 

number 2. The built 3D surfaces were extrapolated to the RQD-block model (WSP 

Finland 2014) where they were consistent with lower than average quality of rock. The 

orientation and location of the zone shows correlation with the 50M-02 surface set 

(Figure 5-2). The MFM_02 consist of two 3D surfaces that characterize the fracture 

zone and the RQD-block model extrapolation (Appendix 10.1.E.). 

 

The orientation and location for the gently ENE-dipping MFM_03 in the southern slope 

of open pit stage 4 derives from the SPM2-surface 026 (Appendix 10.1.D.). The RQD-

block model also indicates a domain of poor quality rock within the area (WSP Finland 

2014). 
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Figure 5-9. Building of the merged fracture zone model (MFM). Control points for the MFM-
surfaces are digitized from the RQD and/or Ri-data when the data shows presence of fractured 
rock and correlates with location and orientation of a SPM2-surface (A-C). Finally, the MFM-
surface is extrapolated to the RQD-block model where the intersection shows lower than average 
quality of rock. 
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5.4. Comparing the 50M- and MFM-models 

 

Both the 50M- and MFM-models show the gently WNW- and steeply ENE-dipping 

fracture zones (Figures 5-1, 5-8 and 5-10). The locations and orientations of the zones 

show clear correlation between the models (Figure 5-10). Open pit stage 4 intersection 

with the fracture zones indicate presence of a wedge shaped domain below the main 

ramp (Figure 5-10A). The line of intersection of the fracture zones plunges 

approximately 351/11 (azimuth/plunge; Figure 5-10A). 

 

 

  

 

  

Figure 5-10. Comparing the 50M- and MFM-models. Both of the models indicate similar location (A) and 
orientation (B-D) for the gently WNW- and steeply ENE-dipping fracture zones. Fracture zones that correlate 
between the models shown as red circles in the stereoplots (C-D). Fracture zones that do not correlate 
between the models shown as grey circles. The clustering density in the stereoplots do not indicate 
dominance between the fracture zones, only their orientations. The fracture zones form a wedge below the 
main ramp (dark grey area in A). The line of intersection of the fracture zones plunges approximately 350/10 
(azimuth/plunge; yellow dashed arrow in A). Intersection of the fracture sets identified from the open pit area 
with the wedge causes potential for rock failure near the main ramp.  

C) Stereoplot of the 50M-surfaces 
A)  

B)  

D) Stereoplot of the MFM-surfaces 

A wedge below 
the main ramp 
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Both of the 3D models contain also zones that are only present in one of the models. 

The steeply SE-dipping 50M_03 and steeply S-dipping 50M_04 are not present in the 

MFM-model (Figures 5-1, 5-10C and 5-10D). Conversely, the gently ENE-dipping 

MFM_03 is not present in the 50M-model (Figure 5-10C and 5-10D). 

 

 

5.5 Correlating 50M- and MFM-models to previous structural models 

 

The structural model by Standing et al. (2009; hereon referred to as the Jigsaw structural 

model) focused on delineating orientations of the main shears within the Kevitsa open 

pit area (Figure 5-11). The model shows steeply SW-dipping structures that can be 

correlated with the LTL-lineaments interpreted in the present work (Figure 5-12). The 

Jigsaw model contains also sub-vertical E-W-striking, steeply WSW- and steeply 

WNW-dipping structures that can be correlated to the 50M- and MFM-models to some 

extent (Figures 5-13, 5-14 and 5-15). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 5-11. Jigsaw 3D structural model. The model delineates the main shears within 
the Kevitsa open pit area. Most of the structures are sub-vertical. The main 
orientations are approximately 179/76, 217/76, 254/69 and 294/71 (dip direction/dip). 
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The strike of the steeply SW-dipping Jigsaw structures indicate correlation with the 

NW-SE trending LTL-lineament set 4 (Figure 5-12). The location of the lineaments is 

also fairly consistent with the Jigsaw structures. The orientation of the sub-vertically S-

dipping Jigsaw structures correlate with the sub-vertically S-dipping 50M-04 clay 

horizon but the clay horizon is located in the other side of the pit and approximately 130 

m further north (Figure 5-13). The similar orientations could infer the presence of more 

than just one E-W striking fracture zone in the E part of the pit.  The steeply WNW-

dipping Jigsaw structures show similar dip direction with the 50M-01 and MFM-01, and 

one of the Jigsaw-surfaces intersect the open pit stage 4 main ramp near the MFM_01 

(Figure 5-14). The steeply WSW-dipping Jigsaw structures show similar strike with the 

LTL-lineament set 02 (Figure 5-15) but the 50M_02 and MFM_02 built in the present 

study, which show also similar strike, indicate opposite dip direction (Figures 5-1 and 5-

8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 5-12. Sub-vertically SW-dipping Jigsaw structures (dark grey surfaces, bottom left stereoplot) 
show similar strike with the LTL-lineament set 4 (black lines, rose plot on the right). Plan view of the 
Jigsaw 3D model (upper left) highlights the steeply SW-dipping structures. Viewing WNW in the 3D view. 
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Figure 5-14. Steeply WNW-dipping Jigsaw structures (dark grey surfaces in 3D view, stereoplot on the 
right) correlate roughly with the gently WNW-dipping MFM_01 (stereoplot on the left). Showing only a 
part of the MFM_01. Viewing N. 

Figure 5-13. Correlation of the sub-vertically S-dipping Jigsaw structures (red dashed lines in 3D view, 
stereoplot on the left) to the 50M_04 clay horizon (light blue horizon in 3D view, stereoplot on the right). 
Orientation correlates well but the clay horizon is located other side of the open pit. Plan view in 3D view, 
north up. 
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Figure 5-15. Strike of the steeply WSW-dipping Jigsaw structures (red dashed lines in 
A, stereoplot in B) correlates roughly with the NNW-SSE oriented LTL-lineament set 2 
(C). 

A) B) Steeply WSW-dipping Jigsaw 
structures 

C) LTL-lineament set 2 
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The seismic structural model by Koivisto (in preparation) consists of modeled persistent 

breaks and offsets in reflectors that have been interpreted to represent prevailing 

structures in the 3D seismic data (Figure 5-16). Consequently, lithological contains are 

not included in the model. The model shows gently WNW-, steeply SE-, gently ENE-

dipping and sub-vertical NNW-SSE striking structures that can be correlated to the 3D 

models built in the present work (Figures 5-17, 5-18, 5-19 and 5-20). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The location and orientation of the gently WNW-dipping seismic R8-surface (Koivisto, 

manuscript in preparation) shows correlation with the gently WNW-dipping 50M_01 

and MFM_01 fracture zones (Figure 5-17). The orientation and location of the steeply 

SE-dipping seismic I4-surface shows correlation with the 50M_03 (Figure 5-18). 

However, the most part of the I4-surface is located below the open pit stage 4 whereas 

the 50M_03 is located near the ground surface. The orientation of the gently ENE-

dipping seismic C9-surface correlates with the MFM_03 but the seimic surface is 

located approximately 360 m deeper than the MFM_03. The sub-vertical NNW-SSE 

striking seismic surfaces NV2, NV3, NV4, NV5, NV6 and NV8 show correlation with 

the steeply ENE-dipping 50M_02 and MFM_02 fracture zones (Figure 5-20). The strike 

of the sub-vertical seismic structures correlates also roughly with the NW-SE trending 

LTL-lineament set 4. The sub-vertical seismic surfaces are located significantly deeper 

than the fracture zones modelled in the present work (Figure 5-20). 

  

Figure 5-16. Seismic structural model (dark grey surfaces, left), viewing NE. The model shows main 
orientations of 070/89, 121/59 171/56, 078/48, 092/16, 001/41, 326/23 (stereoplot on the right). The 
stereoplot does not indicate dominance of the structures, only their orientations. 
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Figure 5-18. The orientation and location of the steeply SE-dipping seismic I4-surface correlates 
with the 50M_03 fracture zone but the seismic surface is located at the bottom of the open pit 
stage 4.  

Figure 5-17. The orientation and location of the gently WNW-dipping seismic R8-surface 
correlates with the 50M_01 and MFM_01 fracture zones. 

50M_01 Seismic 
structure R8 

MFM_01 

50M 03 

Seismic surface I4 
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Figure 5-19. The orientation of the gently SE-dipping seismic C9-surface (grey) correlates with 
the MFM_03 fracture zone (green) but the seismic surface is located approximately 360 m 
deeper than the MFM_03. 

Figure 5-20. Sub-vertical NNW-SSE striking seismic structures NV2, NV3, NV4, NV5, NV6 and 
NV8 (bottom left stereoplot) show correlation with the steeply ENE-dipping 50M_02 and 
MFM_02 fracture zones. The strike of the seismic structures also correlates roughly with the 
LTL-lineament set 4. 

LTL-lineament set 4 

MFM_02 
Sub-vertical seismic-
surfaces 

50M_02 

MFM_03 

Seismic surface C9 
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5.5. Digital end-products 

 

The 3D models built in the present work are delivered with the M.Sc thesis as digital 

end-products. The products include the LTL-lineaments, 50M-model, SPM-model, 

MFM-model, RTL-lineaments and RAL-lineaments. 

 

The products are delivered in .dtm and .str formats for GEOVIA Surpac™ and .dxf 

format for other 3D modelling software (Figure 5-21). The 3D models are contained 

also in a Move™ project (.mve file) which can be opened with the freeware 

MoveViewer™. The software can be downloaded from: 

http://www.mve.com/software/moveviewer. The 50M- and MFM-models are also 

included as 3DPDFs (appendix 10.2.). 

 

The end-product files are named in the following way: product number_product 

name_other definitions. For instance, 002_50m_01 indicates the first surface set in the 

50M_model (Figure 5-21). Similar naming policy is also used in the Move™ project. 

Complete list of the file names are shown in Appendix 10.1.  

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 5-21. Contents of the digital end-products. 

http://www.mve.com/software/moveviewer
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6. DISCUSSION 

 

The present study illustrates that geometry and geotechnical properties of major fracture 

zones intersecting a planned open pit mine can be characterized by merging a wide 

variety of orientation- and geotechnical data. The orientation of the fracture sets derived 

from method specific results in the present work shows internal consistency (similarly 

oriented sets), which highlights the integrity of the method specific results. This is 

essential when the modelled fractures and fracture zones will be used as input 

parameters in the slope stability study. 

 

 

6.1. Sources of error 

 

Visual lineament interpretation (Hung et al. 2005) used in the interpretation of the RTL- 

(Figure 4-1), RAL- (Figure 4-2) and LTL-lineaments (Figure 4-4) produces error. This 

should be considered when evaluating the significance of the 50M-model (Figure 5-1) 

where the LTL-lineaments were used as strike constraints on the modeled fracture 

zones. The visual interpretation tend to favor the major features within the source data, 

such as the major elevation variations in the Kevitsa rock surface model (Figure 3-2) 

from where the LTL-lieaments were interpreted. The Kevitsa rock surface model, which 

illustrates the rock surface of Kevitsa area after removal of soils, may also contain 

errors due to the fact that features observed in the bedrock of Finland contain significant 

erosional features caused by the movement of ice during the latest ice age (Figure 4-4). 

 

A bias is introduced when doing orientation measurements from different sources 

(Terzaghi 1965), such as the 3D photogrammetry (Figures 3-7 and 4-6) and borehole 

video measurements (Figures 3-8 and 3-10). In drillhole logging, these planar features 

intersecting the hole at a high angle are favoured.  On the other side, 3D 

photogrammetry method tends to favor vertical fracture sets over horizontal fracture 

sets because vertical fracture surfaces are eroded more easily and therefore are more 

clearly visible on the open pit slopes. This can be seen easily when comparing 3D 

photogrammetry fracture sets used in this study (Figure 4-6) with the borehole video 

fracture sets (Figure 4-14A and 4-14B), which in contrary favor sub-horizontal fracture 
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sets. To reduce the effect of the bias in this study, the Terzaghi weighting (Terzaghi 

1965) was used when determining the borehole video fracture sets. 

 

The borehole video fracture sets (Figures 4-14A and 4-14B) contain also an error that 

derives from the nature of appearance of the indirection fractures in the hole videos. In 

general, every fracture was mapped that was clearly identified. However, a few 

borehole videos contain fracture zones with the rock mass so fractured (of poor quality) 

that no orientations can be mapped. In these cases it is possible that only few fracture 

observations characterize a significant fracture zone (red and light blue discs; Figure 3-

11). Moreover, some borehole videos contain poor quality video from which no 

fractures could be mapped. 

 

The SPM-model (Figures 5-3 and 5-5) aimed at outlining the major fracture zones and 

their orientations from borehole video fracture sets (Figures 3-11 and 4-14B). The SPM-

model contains error which derives from the generalization of the borehole video 

fracture sets into the statistical populations that characterize the major fracture zone 

locations and orientations (Figures 5-4 and 5-6). The generalization was necessary to 

identify the main fracture zones from large number of data. To indicate the amount of 

uncertainty (error), the SPM2-model surfaces contain an uncertainty number (1-3) that 

indicates reliability of an individual 3D surface (Figure 5-7). The same uncertainty is 

also transferred to the MFM-model because it is based on merging the SPM2-surfaces 

with poor quality rock logs (RQD and Ri-values). 

 

 

6.2. Inferred local-scale paleostresses from the fracture data 

 

The studied brittle fractures and fracture zones are most probably the consequences of 

the general NW-SE oriented compressive stress field in Finland. Manninen et al. (1996) 

emphasize that the typical SW-NE striking faults and fracture zones of the Kevitsa area 

derive from the compression. In a NW-SE oriented (σ1) compressive stress, SW-NE 

striking brittle structures are most probably slip surfaces characterized by reverse 

movement sense. Such slip surfaces in the Kevitsa area may represent e.g. reactivated 

paleo-discontinuities, which may have originally formed during the Svecofennian 
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orogeny at ~1.9 Ga. A few scenarios delineating the local-scale kinematics can be 

inferred from the local-scale fracture data (Figure 6-1). 

 

The NNW-SSE and NW-SE oriented LTL-lineaments may represent a pair of conjugate 

shear fractures combined with the SSW-NNE oriented lineaments representing reverse 

faults in a NW-SE oriented compressive stress field (Figure 6-1A). Alternatively, the 

NW-SE oriented lineaments may indicate sub-vertical tensile fractures combined with 

the NNW-SSE and SSW-NNE oriented lineaments representing a pair of conjugate 

shear fractures. In that case, the stress field is transpressive where the main NW-SE-

oriented compression is combined with a SSW-NNE oriented shear component. The 

steeply SE- and steeply ENE-dipping ground surface fracture sets indicate similar 

transpressive stress field (Figure 6-1B). Moreover, the offsetting clay horizon observed 

in the starter pit area indicates a possible reverse fault which is consistent with the 

possible NW-SE oriented compressive stress (Figure 6-1C). 

 

Because the seismic surface R8 correlates with the MFM_01 and 50M_01 (Figure 5-17) 

and further indicates the larger in-depth extent of this gently WNW-dipping fracture 

zone, it is most probable that this structure (Figures 4-8 and 5-17) is the controlling one 

within the open pit area. In that case the other orientations are secondary. This inference 

further supports the hypothesis of the main stress component being compressive and 

oriented NW-SE. However, it should be considered that the 3D surfaces in the seismic 

structural model (Koivisto, in preparation) are interpreted from 3D seismic data 

(Malehmir et al. 2012), which is characterized by poor signal quality within the 

uppermost 200 m of the 3D seismic cube (open pit area). Therefore, the uppermost 200 

m of the open pit area may contains structures, such as the sub-vertical NNW-SSE 

striking seismic structures (Figure 5-20), that continue up to ground surface and 

intersect the gently WNW-dipping structure. Koivisto (in preparation) shows that, 

generally, the modeled seismic surfaces terminate at 200-300 m depth because of poor 

signal quality. 
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Figure 6-1. Inferred local-scale paleostress from the fracture data. LTL-lineaments indicate NW-SE 
oriented compressive stress (A) or alternatively transpressive stress where the NW-SE compression is 
combined with a NE-SW shear component. The ground surface fracture sets indicate similar 
transpressive stress (B). 3D photogrammetry measurement of a clay horizon in the starter pit area 
indicate a possible reverse fault which indicates NW-SE compression (C). Red dashed line indicates 
fault trace. Blue dashed line indicates the clay horizon. Sketches are not in scale. 
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6.2. Fracture patterns versus fracture zones 

 

The 3D models compiled as part of the M.Sc thesis focused on the geometry and 

geotechnical properties of the major fracture zones located within the northern part of 

the Kevitsa open pit excavation. It should be noted that all the individual method 

specific fracture sets (Figures 4-6 and 4-14) do not necessarily correlate with the actual 

fracture zones but represent the dominant fracture set orientations identified from the 

source data. The individual method specific fracture sets and their effect on the Kevitsa 

open pit slope stability is discussed by WSP Finland (2014). The actual fracture zones 

are more likely to be found near the intersections of the fracture sets, such as the domain 

of poor quality rock located at the intersection of the 50M_01 and 50_02 fracture zones 

at the SSE-edge of the starter pit area (Figure 4-7F and 4-11). 

 

 

6.2. Fracture zone models 

 

It should be noted that the southern open pit area was not mapped in the Kevitsa rock 

surface model (Figure 3-2) during the build-up of the 50M-model (Figure 5-2). 

Therefore, the LTL-lineaments (Figures 4-4 and 4-5) and 50M-model (Figure 5-1) show 

no indication of fracture zones within the area. 

 

The western and eastern open pit stage 4 area contains only few video recorded 

drillholes (Figure 3-9). Most probably these zones contain major geological structures 

but they are not modelled in the SPM- (Figures 5-3 and 5-5) and MFM-models (Figure 

5-8) because of lack of the data. For this reason the dominant populations modelled in 

other parts of the pit could be used as proxies for future investigations of fractures in the 

S-part of the pit. 

 

Dip direction and dip for the NW-SE trending LTL-lineament set 4 (Figure 4-5) has not 

been confirmed in the present study. From the slope stability point of view, this 

lineament set is particularly interesting because it intersects the open pit stage 4 main 

ramp in northern part of the pit. The strike of the ground surface fracture faint set 2 

(Figure 4-6) and borehole video fracture set OZ-06 (Figure 4-14B) correlates with the 

LTL-lineament set 4. Therefore it is possible that the LTL-lineament set 4 represents 
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steeply SW-dipping structure. The strike and location of the sub-vertically SW-dipping 

Jigsaw structures (Figure 5-12) show also correlation with the LTL-lineament set 4, 

which further strengthens the assumption that the LTL-lineament set 4 dips steeply SW. 

Furthermore, the inferred NW-SE oriented compressive stress (Figure 6-1A) indicates 

that the lineament set may represent sub-vertically SW-dipping tensile mode 1 structure 

(Figure 6-1). 

 

The steeply SE-dipping fracture zone 50M_03 (Figure 5-1) was not modelled in the 

MFM-model (Figure 5-8) because there was hardly any indication of steeply SE-

dipping fracture zones in the SPM2-surfaces that would correlate with poor quality rock 

logs (RQD- and Ri-values). In general, steeply or sub-vertically dipping fractures are 

often hard to map from sub-vertical drillholes. However, the orientation and location of 

the 50M_03 shows correlation with the seismic I4-surface (Figure 5-18; Koivisto, in 

preparation). Therefore it is possible that the steeply SE-dipping structures exists within 

the open pit area. 

 

The interpolation method used in the build-up of the RQD-block model by WSP 

Finland (2014) should be evaluated because the block model was used as reference for 

the MFM-surfaces built in this work and the MFM-surfaces were joined to the model 

(Figure 5-9). The used inverse distance weighting (IDW) interpolation does not assume 

any orientations for the modelled source data. This may lead to situation where fracture 

zones with distinct orientations are not clearly visible in the block model. There are also 

other interpolation methods such as the ordinary kriging (OK) interpolation method 

which takes continuity of the source data into account (Isaaks and Srivastava 1989). 

However, in the case of block modelling geotechnical data that characterizes quality of 

rock, setting weight on distinct orientations may also falsify the block model and 

orientations of the real geotechnical domains. Therefore, the IDW interpolation method 

produces more objective block model than the OK interpolation method. As the block 

model (WSP Finland 2014) does not preferentially weigh any specific orientations, it is 

most suitable as a reference for the modeled fracture zones (Figures 5-8 and 5-9). 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The regional RTL- and RAL- lineaments indicate that NW-SE and SW-NE are two 

most dominant regional orientations. 

 

The local LTL-lineaments indicate presence of four major orientations identified from 

the Kevitsa rock surface model. The orientations are SSW-NNE, NNW-SSE, WSW-

ENE and NW-SE. 

 

The rock mass within the Kevitsa open pit excavation is characterized by five main 

fracture sets. The borehole video fracture data indicates that the most dominant is the 

sub-horizontally SW-dipping fracture set. The other sets show steeply ENE-, steeply 

SE-, steeply SSW- and gently or moderately NNE-dipping orientations. The fracture 

sets form wedge shaped blocks of rock at the open pit slopes. 

 

The present study does not confirm dip direction and dip for the NW-SE trending LTL-

lineament set 4 which is one of the most distinguishable features observed from the 

Kevitsa rock surface model. The set is strongly present on the open pit stage 4 main 

ramp which makes it particularly interesting from the slope stability point of view. 

Therefore it is essential to further study the orientation of this set. Combination of 

previous structural models, and fracture sets identified only faintly in the present study 

suggest that the lineament set represents a steeply SW-dipping structure. Inferred local 

scale paleo-stresss also indicate that the structure might be sub-vertical. 

 

The built 3D fracture zone models indicate presence of the gently WNW-, steeply ENE- 

and steeply SSE-dipping fracture zones within the northern part of the Kevitsa open pit 

area. The gently WNW-dipping fracture zone intersects the beginning of the main ramp 

and forms a wedge shaped domain below the main ramp with the steeply ENE-dipping 

fracture zone. The gently WNW-dipping fracture zone is considered being the 

controlling structure within the area. This inference is based on evidence from all the 

source data sets and correlation with the seismic R8-structure. The built 3D fracture 

zone models also indicate that a gently ENE-dipping fracture zone is located at the 

southern edge of the open pit stage 4. 
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The western and eastern sides of the open pit stage 4 contain only few video recorded 

drillholes. It is most essential to acquire more structural data from these areas as they 

may contain major fracture zones that can cause slope stability problems. 
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10. APPENDICES 

 

10.1. Details and file naming of the digital end-products 

 

Appendix 10.1.A. Local topographic lineaments 
Digital end-product 
name 

Set number Orientation 
 (trend) 

001_LTL_01 Set 1 SSW-NNE 
001_LTL_02 Set 2 NNW-SSE 
001_LTL_03 Set 3 WSW-ENE 
001_LTL_04 Set 4 NW-SE 
001_LTL_05 Set 5 n/a 
001_LTL_05_clay Set 5 W-E 

 

 

Appendix 10.1.B. 50 m fracture zone model surfaces 
Digital end-product 
name 

Color Mean orientation of the surfaces1 
 

002_50M_01 Red Dipping gently WNW (291/34) 
002_50M_02 Blue Dipping steeply ENE (072/82) 
002_50M_03 Yellow Dipping steeply SE (144/74) 
002_50M_04_clay Light blue Dipping sub-vertically S (179/84) 
1 Mean orientation of the triangles defining the 3D surfaces (dip direction/dip). 

 

 

Appendix 10.1.C. Statistical population model generalization level 1 surfaces   
Digital end-product 
name 

Orientation Coordinates (center) Fracture zone 
data from 
borehole 

(dip direction/dip) X Y Z 
(elevation) 

003A_SPM_LVL1_001 239/62 3498696 7511700 209 KV205 
003A_SPM_LVL1_002 284/41 3498697 7511700 206 KV205 
003A_SPM_LVL1_003 031/30 3498701 7511700 194 KV205 
003A_SPM_LVL1_004 017/31 3498711 7511700 161 KV205 
003A_SPM_LVL1_005 348/69 3498711 7511700 162 KV205 
003A_SPM_LVL1_006 148/31 3498711 7511700 163 KV205 
003A_SPM_LVL1_007 031/31 3498802 7511700 205 KV190 
003A_SPM_LVL1_008 185/61 3498806 7511700 193 KV190 
003A_SPM_LVL1_009 308/33 3499037 7511693 57 KV219 
003A_SPM_LVL1_010 072/17 3499050 7511692 22 KV219 
003A_SPM_LVL1_011 202/23 3499056 7511692 5 KV219 
003A_SPM_LVL1_012 051/34 3498935 7511800 200 KV185 
003A_SPM_LVL1_013 265/34 3498933 7511800 205 KV185 
003A_SPM_LVL1_014 067/33 3498946 7511800 167 KV185 
003A_SPM_LVL1_015 313/34 3498949 7511801 156 KV185 
003A_SPM_LVL1_016 186/41 3499040 7511801 -119 KV185 
003A_SPM_LVL1_017 168/18 3499036 7511801 -105 KV185 
003A_SPM_LVL1_018 009/18 3498905 7511911 219 R699 
003A_SPM_LVL1_019 298/35 3498905 7511911 219 R699 
003A_SPM_LVL1_020 291/27 3499297 7512050 234 KV81 
003A_SPM_LVL1_021 087/35 3499297 7512050 234 KV81 
003A_SPM_LVL1_022 012/22 3498791 7512150 228 KV28 
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003A_SPM_LVL1_023 306/41 3498814 7512150 100 KV28 
003A_SPM_LVL1_024 091/41 3499190 7512150 225 KV80 
003A_SPM_LVL1_025 056/35 3499184 7512151 218 KV80 
003A_SPM_LVL1_026 225/25 3499186 7512151 221 KV80 
003A_SPM_LVL1_027 080/13 3499187 7512151 222 KV80 
003A_SPM_LVL1_028 167/36 3499173 7512151 205 KV80 
003A_SPM_LVL1_029 098/85 3499158 7512151 187 KV80 
003A_SPM_LVL1_030 098/85 3499147 7512151 172 KV80 
003A_SPM_LVL1_031 132/47 3499115 7512152 131 KV80 
003A_SPM_LVL1_032 118/90 3499110 7512152 125 KV80 
003A_SPM_LVL1_033 107/71 3499108 7512152 122 KV80 
003A_SPM_LVL1_034 340/15 3499097 7512152 107 KV80 
003A_SPM_LVL1_035 103/42 3499090 7512152 97 KV80 
003A_SPM_LVL1_036 055/48 3499047 7512150 38 KV80 
003A_SPM_LVL1_037 018/20 3499035 7512151 19 KV80 
003A_SPM_LVL1_038 062/63 3499023 7512151 1 KV80 
003A_SPM_LVL1_039 128/18 3499009 7512151 -20 KV80 
003A_SPM_LVL1_040 145/38 3498992 7512152 -46 KV80 
003A_SPM_LVL1_041 323/29 3499005 7512260 209 KV75 
003A_SPM_LVL1_042 343/21 3499002 7512260 204 KV75 
003A_SPM_LVL1_043 167/24 3499003 7512260 206 KV75 
003A_SPM_LVL1_044 279/85 3499004 7512260 209 KV75 
003A_SPM_LVL1_045 072/68 3499004 7512260 208 KV75 
003A_SPM_LVL1_046 350/34 3498921 7512275 224 KV74 
003A_SPM_LVL1_047 077/19 3498922 7512275 222 KV74 
003A_SPM_LVL1_048 357/28 3498942 7512273 176 KV74 
003A_SPM_LVL1_049 203/40 3498949 7512271 159 KV74 
003A_SPM_LVL1_050 306/26 3498950 7512271 158 KV74 
003A_SPM_LVL1_051 251/61 3498950 7512271 157 KV74 
003A_SPM_LVL1_052 179/33 3498901 7512300 228 KV21 
003A_SPM_LVL1_053 043/09 3498901 7512300 227 KV21 
003A_SPM_LVL1_054 287/87 3498949 7512347 172 KV72 
003A_SPM_LVL1_055 298/30 3498957 7512346 156 KV72 
003A_SPM_LVL1_056 300/51 3498985 7512345 93 KV72 
003A_SPM_LVL1_057 053/30 3499208 7512400 223 KV70 
003A_SPM_LVL1_058 190/33 3499208 7512400 223 KV70 
003A_SPM_LVL1_059 238/19 3498937 7512475 227 KV15 
003A_SPM_LVL1_060 202/46 3498934 7512475 224 KV15 
003A_SPM_LVL1_061 256/30 3498958 7512500 231 KV45 
003A_SPM_LVL1_062 204/20 3498958 7512500 231 KV45 
003A_SPM_LVL1_063 289/16 3498958 7512500 232 KV45 
003A_SPM_LVL1_064 221/13 3498787 7512525 222 KV65 
003A_SPM_LVL1_065 143/72 3498788 7512525 223 KV65 
003A_SPM_LVL1_066 143/72 3498788 7512525 222 KV65 
003A_SPM_LVL1_067 009/52 3498998 7512525 221 KV16 
003A_SPM_LVL1_068 009/52 3498996 7512525 219 KV16 
003A_SPM_LVL1_069 038/47 3498995 7512525 219 KV16 
003A_SPM_LVL1_070 062/75 3499001 7512525 225 KV16 
003A_SPM_LVL1_071 088/68 3498898 7512601 166 KV63 
003A_SPM_LVL1_072 348/66 3499205 7512767 46 KV171 
003A_SPM_LVL1_073 030/46 3499203 7512765 50 KV171 
003A_SPM_LVL1_074 127/65 3499211 7512773 35 KV171 
003A_SPM_LVL1_075 127/65 3499220 7512784 17 KV171 
003A_SPM_LVL1_076 009/23 3498685 7512679 190 KV279 
003A_SPM_LVL1_077 190/88 3498811 7512700 206 KV58 
003A_SPM_LVL1_078 195/61 3498813 7512700 202 KV58 
003A_SPM_LVL1_079 036/22 3498813 7512700 202 KV58 
003A_SPM_LVL1_080 036/22 3498810 7512700 209 KV58 
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003A_SPM_LVL1_081 132/12 3498811 7512700 207 KV58 
003A_SPM_LVL1_082 132/12 3498812 7512700 206 KV58 
003A_SPM_LVL1_083 103/18 3498943 7512700 226 KV59 
003A_SPM_LVL1_084 215/71 3498760 7512603 -8 KV279 
 

 

Appendix 10.1.D. Statistical population model generalization level 2 surfaces 
Digital end-product 
name 

Orientation Coordinates 
(center) 

 Uncertainty 
number 

(dip direction/dip) X Y Z 
003B_SPM_LVL2_001 300/37 3498801 7511801 218 2 
003B_SPM_LVL2_002 026/31 3498757 7511702 180 2 
003B_SPM_LVL2_003 028/20 3498921 7511927 109 3 
003B_SPM_LVL2_004 214/26 3499121 7511928 117 3 
003B_SPM_LVL2_005 149/17 3499027 7511985 -61 3 
003B_SPM_LVL2_006 065/43 3498997 7511971 101 3 
003B_SPM_LVL2_007 303/20 3499128 7511925 195 3 
003B_SPM_LVL2_008 294/29 3498897 7512152 157 1 
003B_SPM_LVL2_009 359/24 3498867 7512206 202 1 
003B_SPM_LVL2_010 304/44 3498896 7512236 97 2 
003B_SPM_LVL2_011 224/19 3498987 7512339 221 3 
003B_SPM_LVL2_012 294/27 3498955 7512306 158 1 
003B_SPM_LVL2_013 066/62 3499020 7512211 103 2 
003B_SPM_LVL2_014 174/28 3498956 7512273 213 1 
003B_SPM_LVL2_015 349/26 3498964 7512269 209 2 
003B_SPM_LVL2_016 203/31 3498942 7512387 196 3 
003B_SPM_LVL2_017 077/68 3498948 7512429 192 2 
003B_SPM_LVL2_018 310/29 3498983 7512312 178 1 
003B_SPM_LVL2_019 036/37 3499087 7512651 143 3 
003B_SPM_LVL2_020 198/33 3499077 7512449 231 2 
003B_SPM_LVL2_021 140/68 3499015 7512654 120 3 
003B_SPM_LVL2_022 206/26 3498866 7512510 228 2 
003B_SPM_LVL2_023 009/36 3498844 7512609 182 3 
003B_SPM_LVL2_024 202/64 3498786 7512652 102 2 
003B_SPM_LVL2_025 034/30 3498999 7512715 136 3 
003B_SPM_LVL2_026 070/23 3498886 7511694 85 2 
 

 

Appendix 10.1.E. Merged fracture zone model surfaces     
Digital end-product name Definition Color Uncertainty 
004_MFM_001_01_uc1 SPM level2 populations 008, 012, 018 

merged with RQD- and Ri-data.1 
Brown 1 

004_MFM_001_01_bm MFM_001_01 joined (interpolated) to RQD-
block model.2 

Brown  

004_MFM_001_02_uc2 SPM level2 population 001 merged with 
RQD- and Ri-data.1 

Blue 2 

004_MFM_001_02_bm MFM_001_02 joined (interpolated) to RQD-
block model.2 

Blue  

004_MFM_001_03_uc2 SPM level2 population 010 merged with 
RQD- and Ri-data.1 

Light blue 2 

004_MFM_002_uc2 SPM level2 populations 013 and 017 
merged with RQD- and Ri-data.1 

Cyan 2 
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004_MFM_002_bm MFM_001_02 joined (interpolated) to RQD-
block model.2 

Cyan  

004_MFM_003_uc2 SPM level2  population 026 merged with 
RQD- and Ri-data.1 

Light green 2 

1 Rock quality logs that were merged with the SPM level 2 surfaces are characterized by RQD-values < 
50% and/or Ri3 or Ri4. 2 RQD-block model constructed by WSP Finland (2014). 

 

 

Appendix 10.1.F. Regional topographic (RTL) and aeromagnetic lineaments (RAL) 
Digital end-product name Description 
005_RTL_all All regional topographic lineaments contained in one 

file. 
006_RAL_all All regional aeromagnetic lineaments contained in one 

file. 
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10.2. 3D PDFs 

 

Local topographic lineaments (LTL) and 50 m fracture zone model 
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Merged fracture zone model (MFM) 

 

 




